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Preface

I prepared this detailed index of SAE AS9100D and other related documents mostly for myself as a means to acquire a more profound understanding of the standard. I decided to share it in the hope that it would be useful to users and auditors working with AS9100D.

Jacques Leroux

February 1st, 2019
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## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≈</td>
<td>almost equal to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>act (Shewart and Deming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAQG</td>
<td>Americas Aerospace Quality Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aka</td>
<td>also known as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APAQG</td>
<td>Asia Pacific Aerospace Quality Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Aerospace Standard (SAE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASQ</td>
<td>American Society for Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>check (Shewart and Deming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>do (Shewart and Deming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRP-provider</td>
<td>dispute resolution process provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAAQG</td>
<td>European Aerospace Quality Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAI</td>
<td>first article inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAQG</td>
<td>International Aerospace Quality Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>plan (Shewart and Deming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDCA</td>
<td>plan do check act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS</td>
<td>quality management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>section (synonym for clause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE</td>
<td>Society of Automotive Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>subcommittee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss</td>
<td>sections (synonyms for clauses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>technical committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>proportional to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOCUMENTS

ISO 9000:2015 Quality management systems – Fundamentals and vocabulary

Issued by ISO TC 176/SC1 in 2015.
(approved as an American National Standard on September 9, 2015.)

This document describes:

A. the five fundamental concepts:

   1. quality
   2. QMS
   3. context of an organization
   4. interested parties
   5. support

B. the seven quality management principles:

   1. customer focus
   2. leadership
   3. engagement of people
   4. process approach
   5. improvement
   6. evidence-based decision making
   7. relationship management

C. definitions;

D. diagrams representing the relationships of the various terms used in ISO documents.

Keywords:
activity – definition, s 3.3.11
association – definition, s 3.2.8
association – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
audit – definition, s 3.13.1
audit client – definition, s 3.13.11
audit conclusion – definition, s 3.13.10
audit criteria – definition, s 3.13.7
audit evidence – definition, s 3.13.8
audit findings – definition, s 3.13.9
audit guide – definition, s 3.13.13
audit plan – definition, s 3.12.6
audit program – definition, s 3.13.4
audit scope – definition, s 3.13.5
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audit team – definition, s 3.13.14
audit, combined – definition, s 3.13.2
audit, external – definition, s 3.13.1 note 4
audit, internal – definition, s 3.13.1 note 3
audit, joint – definition, s 3.13.3
audit, second party – definition, s 3.12.1 note 4
audit, third party – definition, s 3.12.1 note 4
auditee – definition, s 3.13.12
auditor – definition, s 3.13.15
authority – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
banker – subset of interested party, s 3.2.3
beneficiary – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
business environment – synonym of context of the organization, s 3.2.2
capability – definition, s 3.6.12
change control – definition, s 3.3.10
characteristic – behavioral, s 3.10.1
characteristic – definition, s 3.10.1
characteristic – ergonomic, s 3.10.1
characteristic – functional, s 3.10.1
characteristic – inherent or assigned, s 3.10.1
characteristic – physical, s 3.10.1
characteristic – qualitative or quantitative, s 3.10.1
characteristic – sensory, s 3.10.1
characteristic – temporal, s 3.10.1
charity – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
client – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
company – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
competence – definition, s 3.10.4
competence acquisition – definition, s 3.4.4
competitor – subset of interested party, s 3.2.3
complaint – definition, s 3.9.3
complexity, s 3.4.2
concept diagrams, s A.5
concepts, fundamental – context, s 2.2.3
concepts, fundamental – interested parties, s 2.2.4
concepts, fundamental – QMS, s 2.2.2
concepts, fundamental – quality, s 2.2.1
concession – definition, s 3.12.5
configuration – definition, s 3.10.6
configuration authority – definition, s 3.1.5
configuration baseline – definition, s 3.10.7
configuration information, product – definition, s 3.6.8
configuration management – definition, s 3.3.9
configuration object – definition, s 3.3.13
configuration status accounting – definition, s 3.8.14
conformance – synonym to conformity, s 3.6.11
conformity – definition, s 3.6.11
consultant, QMS – definition, s 3.1.2
consumer – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
context – accelerated change, s 2.1
context – concept, fundamental, s 2.2.3
context – globalization of markets, s 2.1
context – knowledge as a principal resource, s 2.1
context of the organization – definition, s 3.2.2
continual improvement, s 3.3.2
contract – definition, s 3.4.7
contract personnel – subset of disputer resolver, s 3.1.6
contractor – subset of provider, s 3.2.5
corporation – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
correction – definition, s 3.12.3
corrective action – definition, s 3.12.2
customer – beneficiary, s 3.2.4
customer – client, s 3.2.4
customer – consumer, s 3.2.4
customer – definition, s 3.2.4
customer – end-user, s 3.2.4
customer – external to the organization, s 3.2.4
customer – internal to the organization, s 3.2.4
customer – purchaser, s 3.2.4
customer – receiver of product, s 3.2.4
customer – receiver of service, s 3.2.4
customer – retailer, s 3.2.4
customer satisfaction – definition, s 3.9.2
customer satisfaction code of conduct – definition, s 3.9.5
customer service – definition, s 3.9.4
date – definition, s 3.8.1
defect – definition, s 3.6.10
definition – activity, s 3.3.11
definition – association, s 3.2.8
definition – audit client, s 3.13.11
definition – audit criteria, s 3.13.7
definition – audit evidence, s 3.13.8
definition – audit findings, s 3.13.9
definition – audit guide, s 3.13.13
definition – audit plan, s 3.13.6
definition – audit program, s 3.13.4
definition – audit scope, s 3.13.5
definition – audit team, s 3.13.14
definition – audit, combined, s 3.13.2
definition – audit, external, s 3.13.1 note 4
definition – audit, internal, s 3.13.1 note 3
definition – audit, joint, s 3.13.3
definition – audit, s 3.13.1
definition – audit, second party, s 3.12.1 note 4
definition – audit, third party, s 3.12.1 note 4
definition – auditee, s 3.13.12
definition – auditor, s 3.13.15
definition – capability, s 3.6.12
definition – change control, s 3.3.10
definition – characteristic, s 3.10.1
definition – competence acquisition, s 3.4.4
definition – competence, s 3.10.4
definition – complaint, s 3.9.3
definition – concession, s 3.12.5
definition – configuration authority, s 3.1.5
definition – configuration baseline, s 3.10.7
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definition – configuration information, product, s 3.6.8
definition – configuration management, s 3.3.9
definition – configuration object, s 3.1.13
definition – configuration status accounting, s 3.8.14
definition – configuration, s 3.10.6
definition – conformity, s 3.6.11
definition – consultant, QMS, s 3.1.2
definition – context of the organization, s 3.2.2
definition – continual improvement, s 3.3.2
definition – contract, s 3.4.7
definition – correction, s 3.12.3
definition – corrective action, s 3.12.2
definition – customer satisfaction code of conduct, s 3.9.5
definition – customer satisfaction, s 3.9.2
definition – customer service, s 3.9.4
definition – customer, s 3.2.4
definition – data, s 3.8.1
definition – defect, s 3.6.10
definition – dependability, s 3.6.14
definition – design and development, s 3.4.8
definition – determination, s 3.11.1
definition – deviation permit, s 3.12.6
definition – dispute resolution process provider, s 3.2.7
definition – dispute, s 3.9.6
definition – disputer resolver, s 3.1.6
definition – document, s 3.8.5
definition – documentation, s 3.8.5
definition – documented information, s 3.8.6
definition – effectiveness, s 3.7.11
definition – efficiency, s 3.7.10
definition – engagement, s 3.1.4
definition – evidence, objective, s 3.8.3
definition – feedback, s 3.9.1
definition – generally implied, s 3.6.4 note 1
definition – goods, s 3.7.6
definition – grade, s 3.6.3
definition – human factor, s 3.10.3
definition – improvement, s 3.3.1
definition – information system, s 3.8.4
definition – information, s 3.8.2
definition – infrastructure, s 3.5.2
definition – inherent, s 3.10.2 note 1
definition – innovation, s 3.6.15
definition – inspection, s 3.11.7
definition – interested party, s 3.2.3
definition – involvement, s 3.1.3
definition – management system, s 3.5.3
definition – management, s 3.3.3
definition – measurement management system, s 5.3.7
definition – measurement process, s 3.11.5
definition – measurement, s 3.11.4
definition – measuring equipment, s 3.11.6
definition – metrological characteristic, s 3.10.5
definition – metrological confirmation, s 3.5.6
definition – metrological function, s 3.2.9
definition – mission, s 3.5.11
definition – monitoring, s 3.11.3
definition – non-conformity, s 3.6.9
definition – object, s 3.6.1
definition – observer, s 3.13.17
definition – organization, s 3.2.1
definition – output, s 3.7.5
definition – outsource, s 3.4.6
definition – performance, s 3.7.8
definition – policy, s 3.5.8
definition – preventive action, s 3.12.1
definition – procedure, s 3.4.5
definition – process, s 3.4.1
definition – product, s 3.7.6
definition – progress evaluation, s 3.11.9
definition – project management plan, s 3.8.11
definition – project management, s 3.3.12
definition – project, s 3.4.2
definition – provider, external, s 3.2.6
definition – provider, s 3.2.5
definition – QMS consultant, s 3.1.2
definition – QMS realization, s 3.4.2
definition – QMS, s 3.5.4
definition – qualification, s 3.10.4 note 1
definition – quality assurance, s 3.3.6
definition – quality characteristic, s 3.10.2
definition – quality control, s 3.3.7
definition – quality improvement, s 3.3.8
definition – quality management, s 3.3.4
definition – quality manual, s 3.8.8
definition – quality objective, s 3.7.2
definition – quality plan, s 3.8.9
definition – quality planning, s 3.3.5
definition – quality policy, s 3.5.9
definition – quality requirement, s 3.6.5
definition – quality, s 3.6.2
definition – record, s 3.8.10
definition – regrade, s 3.12.4
definition – regulatory requirement, s 3.6.6
definition – release, s 3.12.7
definition – repair, s 3.12.9
definition – requirement, quality, s 3.6.5
definition – requirement, regulatory, s 3.6.6
definition – requirement, s 3.6.4
definition – requirement, specified, s 3.6.4 note 2
definition – review, s 3.11.2
definition – rework, s 3.12.8
definition – risk, s 3.7.9
definition – scrap, s 3.12.10
definition – service, s 3.7.7
definition – special process, s 3.4.1 note 5
definition – specific case, s 3.8.15
definition – specification, s 3.8.7
definition – strategy, s 3.5.12
definition – success, s 3.7.3
definition – success, sustained, s 3.7.4
definition – system, s 3.5.1
definition – technical expert, s 3.13.15
definition – test, s 3.11.8
definition – top management, s 3.1.1
definition – traceability, s 3.6.13
definition – validate, s 3.8.13 note 2
definition – validation, s 3.8.13
definition – verification, s 3.8.12
definition – verified, s 3.8.12 note 3
definition – vision, s 3.5.10
definition – work environment, s 3.5.5
dependability – definition, s 3.6.14
design and development – definition, s 3.4.8
determination – definition, s 3.11.1
deviation permit – definition, s 3.11.6
dispute – definition, s 3.9.6
dispute resolution process provider – definition, s 3.2.7
disputer resolver – definition, s 3.1.6
distributor – subset of provider, s 3.2.5
document – definition, s 3.8.5
documentation – definition, s 3.8.5
documented information – definition, s 3.8.6
ecosystem of the organization – synonym of context of the organization, s 3.2.2
effectiveness – definition, s 3.7.11
efficiency – definition, s 3.7.10
end-user – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
engagement – definition, s 3.1.4
enterprise – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
entity, s 3.6.1
evidence, objective – definition, s 3.8.3
feedback – definition, s 3.9.1
firm – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
generally implied – definition, s 3.6.4 note 1
goods – definition, s 3.7.6
grade – definition, s 3.6.3
human factor – definition, s 3.10.3
improvement – definition, s 3.3.1
information – definition, s 3.8.2
information system – definition, s 3.8.4
infrastructure – definition, s 3.5.2
inherent – definition, s 3.10.2 note 1
innovation – definition, s 3.6.15
inspection – definition, s 3.11.7
institution – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
intended use, s 3.6.10
interested parties – concept, fundamental, s 2.2.4
interested party – banker, s 3.2.3
interested party – competitor, s 3.2.3
interested party – definition, s 3.2.3
interested party – opposing pressure group, s 3.2.3
interested party – owner, s 3.2.3
interested party – partner, s 3.2.3
interested party – people in an organization, s 3.2.3
interested party – provider, s 3.2.3
interested party – regulator, s 3.2.3
interested party – society, s 3.2.3
interested party – union, s 3.2.3
involvement – definition, s 3.1.3
item, s 3.6.1
management – definition, s 3.3.3
management system – definition, s 3.5.3
measurement – definition, s 3.11.4
measurement management system – definition, s 5.3.7
measurement process – definition, s 3.11.5
measuring equipment – definition, s 3.11.6
metrological characteristic – definition, s 3.10.5
metrological confirmation – adjustment, s 5.3.6
metrological confirmation – calibration, s 5.3.6
metrological confirmation – definition, s 3.5.6
metrological confirmation – error, maximum permissible, s 5.3.6
metrological confirmation – range, s 5.3.6
metrological confirmation – repair, s 5.3.6
metrological confirmation – resolution, s 5.3.6
metrological confirmation – verification, s 5.3.6
metrological function – definition, s 3.2.9
mission – definition, s 3.5.11
monitoring – definition, s 3.11.3
non-conformity – definition, s 3.6.9
object – imagined, s 3.6.1
object – material, s 3.6.1
object – non-material, s 3.6.1
object – definition, s 3.6.1
objective – aim, s 3.7.1
objective – definition, s 3.7.1
objective – goal, s 3.7.1
objective – operational criterion, s 3.7.1
objective – purpose, s 3.7.1
objective – target, s 3.7.1
observer – definition, s 3.13.17
opposing pressure group – subset of interested party, s 3.2.3
organization – association, s 3.2.1
organization – authority, s 3.2.1
organization – charity, s 3.2.1
organization – company, s 3.2.1
organization – corporation, s 3.2.1
organization – definition, s 3.2.1
organization – enterprise, s 3.2.1
organization – firm, s 3.2.1
organization – incorporated, not, s 3.2.1
organization – incorporated, s 3.2.1
organization – institution, s 3.2.1
organization – partnership, s 3.2.1
organization – sole trader, s 3.2.1
organizational environment – *synonym of* context of the organization, s 3.2.2
output – *definition*, s 3.7.5
outsource – *definition*, s 3.4.6
owner – *subset of* interested party, s 3.2.3
partner – *subset of* interested party, s 3.2.3
partnership – *subset of* organization, s 3.2.1
people in an organization – *subset of* interested party, s 3.2.3
performance – *definition*, s 3.7.8
policy – *definition*, s 3.5.8
preventive action – *definition*, s 3.12.1
procedure – *definition*, s 3.4.5
process – *definition*, s 3.4.1
producer – *subset of* provider, s 3.2.5
product – *definition*, s 3.7.6
product – tangible, s 3.7.6
product v service, s 3.7.5 note 1
progress evaluation – *definition*, s 3.11.9
project – *definition*, s 3.4.2
project management – *definition*, s 3.3.12
project management plan – *definition*, s 3.8.11
provider – contractor, s 3.2.5
provider – *definition*, s 3.2.5
provider – distributor, s 3.2.5
provider – external to the organization, s 3.2.5
provider – internal to the organization, s 3.2.5
provider – producer, s 3.2.5
provider – retailer, s 3.2.5
provider – *subset of* interested party, s 3.2.3
provider – vendor, s 3.2.5
provider, external – *definition*, s 3.2.6
purchaser – *subset of* customer, s 3.2.4
QMS – concept, fundamental, s 2.2.2
QMS – *definition*, s 3.5.4
QMS consultant – *definition*, 3.1.2
QMS realization – *definition*, s 3.4.3
qualification – *definition*, s 3.10.4 note 1
quality – concept, fundamental, s 2.2.1
quality – culture, s 2.2.1
quality – customer satisfaction, s 2.2.1
quality – *definition*, s 3.6.2
quality – impact on interested parties, s 2.2.1
quality – *value*, deliver, s 2.2.1
quality – *value*, perceived, s 2.2.1
quality assurance – *definition*, s 3.3.6
quality characteristic – *definition*, s 3.10.2
quality control – *definition*, s 3.3.7
quality improvement – *definition*, s 3.3.8
quality management – *definition*, s 3.3.4
quality manual – *definition*, s 3.8.8
quality objective – *definition*, s 3.7.2
quality plan – *definition*, s 3.8.9
quality planning – definition, s 3.3.5
quality policy – definition, s 3.5.9
quality requirement – definition, s 3.6.5
receiver of product – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
receiver of service – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
record – definition, s 3.8.10
regrade – definition, s 3.12.4
regulator – subset of interested party, s 3.2.3
regulatory requirement – definition, s 3.6.6
relation, associative, s A.4
relation, generic, A.2
relation, partitive, s A.3
release – definition, s 3.12.7
repair – definition, s 3.12.9
requirement – definition, s 3.6.4
requirement, quality – definition, s 3.6.5
requirement, regulatory – definition, s 3.6.6
requirement, specified – definition, s 3.6.4 note 2
retailer – subset of customer, s 3.2.4
retailer – subset of provider, s 3.2.5
review – definition, s 3.11.2
rework – definition, s 3.12.8
risk – definition, s 3.7.9
scrap – definition, s 3.12.10
service – definition, s 3.7.7
service – experienced by customer, s 3.7.7
service – intangible, s 3.7.7
service vs product, s 3.7.5 note 1
society – subset of interested party, s 3.2.3
sole-trader – subset of organization, s 3.2.1
special process – definition, s 3.4.1 note 5
specific case – definition, s 3.8.15
specification – definition, s 3.8.7
staff – subset of disputer resolver, s 3.1.6
stakeholder – synonym of interested party, s 3.2.3
strategy – definition, s 3.5.12
success – definition, s 3.7.3
success, sustained – definition, s 3.7.4
supplier – synonym to provider, s 3.2.6
supplier. See provider.
system – definition, s 3.5.1
technical expert – definition, s 3.13.15
test – definition, s 3.11.8
top management – definition, s 3.1.1
traceability – definition, s 3.6.13
traceability – distribution and location after delivery, s 3.6.13 note 1
traceability – origin of materials and parts, s 3.6.13 note 1
traceability – processing history, s 3.6.13 note 1
union – subset of interested party, s 3.2.3
validated – definition, s 3.8.13 note 2
validation – definition, s 3.8.13
vendor – subset of provider, s 3.2.5
verification – definition, s 3.8.12
verified – definition, s 3.8.12 note 3
vision – definition, s 3.5.10
volunteer – subset of disputer resolver, s 3.1.6
work environment – definition, s 3.5.5

ISO, Glossary – Guidance on selected words used in the ISO 9000 family of standards (Geneva, Switzerland, International Organization for Standardization, 2016)

Issued 2016-12-01 by ISO/TC 176/SC 1\(^2\).

A glossary published by the ISO TC 176 to supplement ISO 9000:2015.

Keywords:
ability – definition, s 1
accordance with, in – definition, s 2
activity – definition, s 4
adequacy – definition, s 5
adjustment – definition, s 6
analysis – definition, s 7
applicable (requirement) – definition, s 9
applicable, as – definition, ss 10, 11
appropriate – definition, s 8
authority – definition, ss 12, 13, 14
available – definition, s 15
aware, to be – definition, s 16
aware, to make – definition, s 16
awareness – definition, s 17
boundary – definition, s 18
can – definition, s 20
cannot – definition, s 21
characteristic, essential – definition, s 41
commitment – definition, s 22
communication – definition, s 23
confirm – definition, s 24
conform to – definition, s 25
conform with – definition, s 25
consistent with – definition, s 26
consistently – definition, s 27
control – definition, s 28, 20
define – definition, s 30
definition – ability, s 1
definition – accordance with, in, s 2
definition – activity, s 4
definition – adequacy, s 5
definition – adjustment, s 6
definition – analysis, s 7
definition – applicable (requirement), s 9
definition – applicable, as, ss 10, 11
definition – appropriate, s 8

definition – authority, ss 12, 13, 14
definition – available, s 15
definition – aware, to be, s 16
definition – aware, to make, s 16
definition – awareness, s 17
definition – boundary, s 18
definition – can, s 20
definition – cannot, s 21
definition – characteristic, essential, s 40
definition – commitment, s 22
definition – communication, s 23
definition – confirm, s 24
definition – conform to, s 25
definition – conform with, s 25
definition – consistent with, s 26
definition – consistently, s 27
definition – control, s 28, 20
definition – define, s 30
definition – demonstrate, s 31
definition – determine, s 32
definition – disposition, s 34
definition – distribution, s 33
definition – documentation, s 35
definition – enhance, s 36
definition – enhancement, s 36
definition – ensure, s 37
definition – essential characteristic, s 40
definition – essential, ss 38, 39
definition – establish, s 41, 42
definition – evaluate, s 43
definition – expectation, s 44
definition – experience, ss 45, 46
definition – facilitate, s 47
definition – focus, s 48
definition – framework, ss 49, 50
definition – function, ss 51, 52, 53
definition – functional, s 54
definition – hardware, s 55
definition – identification, ss 57, 58
definition – identify, ss 56, 57, 58
definition – impartiality, s 59
definition – implement, s 60
definition – implementation, s 60
definition – integrity, ss 61, 62
definition – justification, s 63
definition – knowledge, s 64
definition – maintain, s 65
definition – maintenance, s 66
definition – may, s 67
definition – measurable, s 68
definition – measure, s 69
definition – monitor, s 70
definition – necessary, s 71
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definition – need, s 72
definition – opportunity, s 73
definition – origin, s 74
definition – perception, s 75
definition – periodic, s 76
definition – person, s 77
definition – plan, s 78
definition – preservation, s 79
definition – property, s 80
definition – provide, s 81
definition – relevant, s 82
definition – responsibility, s 83
definition – responsible, s 83
definition – result, s 84
definition – retain, s 85
definition – safeguard, s 86
definition – scope, s 87
definition – sequence, s 88
definition – shall not, s 90
definition – shall, s 89
definition – should, s 91
definition – software, s 92
definition – specific, s 93
definition – specify, s 94
definition – suitable, s 95
definition – supply, s 96
definition – systematic, s 97
definition – unambiguous, s 98
definition – validity, s 99
definition – verify, s 100
demonstrate – definition, s 31
determine – definition, s 32
disposition – definition, s 34
distribution – definition, s 33
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3 Persons mean anyone under the organization’s control, e.g. employees, contractors.
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4 AS9100 does not define knowingly. In civil and criminal procedure knowingly often includes the concept of ought to have known. In other words, willful blindness becomes the equivalent of knowledge.
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design and development controls – to ensure – results to be achieved are defined, s 8.3.4a
design and development controls – to ensure – reviews are conducted to evaluate the results of design and
development to meet requirements, s 8.3.4b
design and development controls – to ensure – verification conducted to ensure design and development
outputs meet input requirement, s 8.3.4c design and development controls – to ensure – validation
conducted to ensure products and services meet requirements for intended use, s 8.3.4d
design and development inputs – adequate for design and development purposes, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – benchmarking, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – codes of practices, s 8.3.3d
design and development inputs – complete, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – conflicting design and development inputs resolved, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – consequences due to failure, s 8.3.3e
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – components, s 8.3.3f
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – equipment, s 8.3.3f
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – materials, s 8.3.3f
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – processes, s 8.3.3f
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – products, s 8.3.3f
design and development inputs – documentation of, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – external provider feed, s 8.3.3back
design and development inputs – functional requirements, s 8.3.3a
design and development inputs – information derived from similar design and development activities, s 8.3.3b
design and development inputs – in-service data, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – internally generated data, s 8.3.3
design and development inputs – performance requirements, s 8.3.3a
design and development inputs – regulatory requirements, s 8.8.3c
design and development inputs – standards, s 8.3.3d
design and development inputs – statutory requirements, s 8.3.3c
design and development inputs – unambiguous, s 8.3.3
design and development outputs – adequate for provision of products and services, s 8.3.5b
design and development outputs – approved by authorized person prior to release, s 8.3.5f
design and development outputs – documentation, s 8.3.5
design and development outputs – include monitoring and measuring requirements, s 8.3.5c
design and development outputs – meet input requirements, s 8.3.5a
design and development outputs – specify characteristic of products and services for intended purpose, s 8.3.5d
design and development outputs – specify characteristic of products and services for proper provision, s 8.3.5d
design and development outputs – specify characteristic of products and services for safe use, s 8.3.5d
design and development outputs – specify critical items, s 8.3.5e
design and development outputs – specify data required for product identification, s 8.3.5
design and development outputs – specify key characteristics, s 8.3.5e
design and development outputs – specify specific actions, s 8.3.5e
design and development planning – activity – define design content, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – activity – define inputs, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – activity – define necessary resources, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – activity – define outputs, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – activity – define task, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – considerations – ability to maintain S&P, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – considerations – ability to provide S&P, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – considerations – ability to test S&P, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – considerations – ability to verify S&P, s 8.3.2
design and development planning – considerations – authorities in design of design and development process, s
8.3.2d
design and development planning – considerations – complexity of design and development activities, s 8.3.2a
design and development planning – considerations – control of interfaces between persons involved in design
and development process, s 8.3.2g
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design and development planning – considerations – design and development reviews, s 8.3.2b

design and development planning – considerations – design and development validation, s 8.3.2c

design and development planning – considerations – design and development verification, s 8.3.2c

design and development planning – considerations – divide the design and development tasks into design and development, s 8.3.2

design and development planning – considerations – documentation demonstrating design and development requirements are met, s 8.3.2j

design and development planning – considerations – duration of design and development activities, s 8.3.2a

design and development planning – considerations – external resource needs for design and development process, s 8.3.2e

design and development planning – considerations – internal resource needs for design and development of products, s 8.3.2e

design and development planning – considerations – involvement of customers in design and development process, s 8.3.2g

design and development planning – considerations – involvement of users in design and development process, s 8.3.2g

design and development planning – considerations – level of control by customers, s 8.3.2i

design and development planning – considerations – level of control by interested parties, s 8.3.2j

design and development planning – considerations – nature of design and development activities, s 8.3.2a

design and development planning – considerations – required process stages, s 8.3.2b

design and development planning – considerations – requirements of subsequent provision of products and services, s 8.3.2i

design and development planning – considerations – responsibilities in design of design and development process, s 8.3.2d

design and development process – establish, s 8.3.1

design and development process – implement, s 8.3.1

design and development process – maintains, s 8.3.1

design and development. See design and development

design. See also design and development
discrimination, non- – working environment, s 7.1.4a
disposal, ss 8.1a, 8.5.5 note

distributor – subset of interested parties, s 8.7.1

do, s 0.3.2

do – operation. s 8

do – plan, implement, s 0.3.2

do – support, s 7

documentation – acceptance criteria, 8.5.1c

documentation – acceptance data, s 8.5.1c

documentation – acceptance documentation, products and services, s 8.1.2b

documentation – action taken for nonconforming output, s 8.7.2b

documentation – actions arising from change, s 8.5

documentation – actions arising from evaluation of external providers, s 8.4.1

documentation – approval methods, s 7.5.2

documentation – approval, s 7.5.2

documentation – AS9100, required by, s 7.5.1

documentation – audit program, s 9.2.2

documentation – audit results, s 9.2.2

documentation – authority deciding action in respect to nonconforming, s 8.7.2d

documentation – authorization, s 7.5.2

documentation – awareness, s 7.3

documentation – characteristics of services to be provided, 8.5.1a.1

documentation – characteristics of activities to be performed, 8.5.1a.1
documentation – characteristics of products to be produced, 8.5.1a.1
documentation – concession obtained for nonconforming output, s 8.7.2c
documentation – conformity of products and services, s 8.1e
documentation – conformity to acceptance criteria, s 8.6
documentation – control – access, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – alteration, unintended, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – authority to change, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – authority to view, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – availability, s 7.5.3.1
documentation – control – changes, unauthorized, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – conformity, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – corruption, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – disposition, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – distribution, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – identification, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – legibility, preservation, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – loss prevention, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – obsolete, non-use of, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – physical damage, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – preservation, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – protection – confidentiality, s 7.5.3.1
documentation – control – protection – improper use, s 7.5.3.1
documentation – control – protection – integrity, s 7.5.3.1
documentation – control – retention, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – retrieval, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – storage, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – suitability, s 7.5.3.1
documentation – control – use, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control – version control, s 7.5.3.2
documentation – control plans, 8.5.1a note 2
documentation – control, ss 7.5.3, 8.5.5g
documentation – corrective actions, 10.2.2
documentation – demonstrating design and development requirements are met, s 8.3.2j
documentation – description of nonconforming output, s 8.7.2a
documentation – design and development controls, s 8.3.4f
documentation – design and development inputs, s 8.3.3
documentation – design and development outputs, s 8.3.5
documentation – design, products and services, s 8.1.2b
documentation – digital product definition data, 8.5.1a note 1
documentation – disposition requirements, s 8.4.3k
documentation – drawings, 8.5.1a note 1
documentation – evaluation of external provider, s 8.4.1
documentation – external provider – approval scope – process family, s 8.4.1.1b
documentation – external provider – approval scope – product type, s 8.4.1.1b
documentation – external provider – approval status – approved, s 8.4.1.1b
documentation – external provider – approval status – conditional approval, s 8.4.1.1b
documentation – external provider – approval status – disapproved, s 8.4.1.1b
documentation – format – electronic, s 7.5.2
documentation – format – graphics, s 7.5.2
documentation – format – language, s 7.5.2
documentation – format – media, s 7.5.2
documentation – format – paper, s 7.5.2
documentation – format – software version, s 7.5.2
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documentation – identification – date, s 7.5.2

documentation – identification – reference no., s 7.5.2

documentation – identification – title, s 7.5.2

documentation – illustrations, s 8.5.1i

documentation – inspection completed, s 8.5.1n

documentation – maintain5 – external providers, register of delegation to, 8.4.2 para 8

documentation – maintain – external providers, register of, s 8.4.1.1b

documentation – maintain – interested parties, description of, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – monitoring and measuring equipment, register of, s 7.1.5.2

documentation – maintain – nonconformity and corrective action management process, s 10.2.1

documentation – maintain – nonconformity control process, s 8.7.1

documentation – maintain – process map6, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – process owner7, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – processes needed for QMS, assignment of authority for, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – processes needed for QMS, description of, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – processes needed for QMS, interaction of, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – processes needed for QMS, sequence of, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – processes, operation of, s 4.4.2a

documentation – maintain – quality objectives, s 6.2.1 para 3

documentation – maintain – quality policy, s 5.2.2

documentation – maintain – scope of QMS – applicability, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – scope of QMS – boundaries, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintain – scope of QMS – justification for AS9100 requirements not applicable, s 4.3 para 4

documentation – maintain – scope of QMS – products and services covered, s 4.3 para 4

documentation – maintain – scope of QMS, s 4.3 para 3, s 4.4.2 para 2

documentation – maintenance, s 8.5.5g

documentation – management review – QMS review results, s 9.3.3

documentation – manufacturing plans, 8.5.1a note 2

documentation – materials, 8.5.1a note 1

documentation – monitoring equipment, specific, s 8.5.1c

documentation – monitoring of performance of external providers, s 8.4.1

documentation – nonconforming output, actions to contain, s 8.7.1

documentation – nonconforming output, actions to contain, s 8.7.1

documentation – nonconforming output, authority to dispose of, s 8.7.1

documentation – nonconforming output, corrective actions for, s 8.7.1

documentation – nonconforming output, reporting, s 8.7.1

documentation – nonconforming output, responsibility to dispose of, s 8.7.1

documentation – nonconformities, nature of, s 10.2.2

documentation – nonconformity – corrective action management process, s 10.2.1

documentation – output control, 8.5.1c

documentation – overhaul, s 8.5.5g

documentation – parts list, 8.5.1a note 1

documentation – performance evaluation results, s 9.1.1

documentation – person authorizing changes, s 8.5

documentation – present at delivery, s 8.6

documentation – process cards, 8.5.1a note 2

documentation – process flow charts, 8.5.1a note 2

5 Documented information is either maintained or retained. Maintain is a higher standard than retain. Usually documents are maintained whereas records are retained.

6 Documented information of description, sequence and interaction of processes ≈ process map.

7 Documented information of assignment of responsibilities and authorities ≈ process owner.
documentation – process specification, 8.5.1a note 1
documentation – processes carried out as planned, s 8.1c
documentation – product data, s 8.3.5
documentation – product requirements – new, s 8.2.3.2
documentation – product requirements – review, s 8.2.3.2
documentation – production documents, 8.5.1a note 2
documentation – production process verification, s 8.5.1.3
documentation – provision of, s 8.5.5g
documentation – QMS effectiveness, necessary for, s 5.7.1
documentation – QMS performance and effectiveness evaluation results, s 9.1.1
documentation – quality policy, s 5.2.2
documentation – reevaluation of external providers, s 8.4.1
documentation – register of delegation of verification to external providers, 8.4.2
documentation – register of delegations to external providers, s 8.4.2
documentation – register of external providers, s 8.4.1.1b
documentation – register of monitoring and measuring equipment, s 7.1.5.2
documentation – rejection criteria, 8.5.1c
documentation – repair, s 8.5.5g
documentation – requirements, products and services, s 8.1.2b
documentation – results to be achieved, 8.5.1a.2
documentation – retain – calibration, ss 7.1.5.1, 7.1.5.2
documentation – retain – competence, s 7.2
documentation – retain – corrective actions, results of, s 10.2.2
documentation – retain – customer property problem and action, s 8.5.3
documentation – retain – design and development controls, s 8.3.4
documentation – retain – design and development inputs, s 8.3.3
documentation – retain – design and development outputs, s 8.3.5
documentation – retain – evaluation and control of external providers, s 8.4.1
documentation – retain – identification and traceability, s 8.5.2
documentation – retain – internal audits, results of, s 9.2.2
documentation – retain – management review – inputs\textsuperscript{8}, s 9.3.3 last para
documentation – retain – management review – outputs\textsuperscript{9}, s 9.3.3 last para
documentation – retain – management review, results of, s 9.3.3 last para
documentation – retain – measurement traceability, s 7.1.5.2
documentation – retain – monitoring and measuring, s 7.1.5.1
documentation – retain – monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation, results of, s 9.1.1
documentation – retain – nonconformity description and action, s 8.7.2
documentation – retain – release of products and services information, s 8.6
documentation – retain – results of production process verification, s 8.5.1.3
documentation – retain – results of the review of changes, s 8.5.6
documentation – retain – review of requirements, s 8.2.3.2
documentation – retention of, s 4.4.2
documentation – retention periods, s 8.4.3k
documentation – retention, 8.5.1c
documentation – retrievability, s 8.5.2
documentation – review of the changes, s 8.5
documentation – review, s 7.5.2
documentation – right of access, s 8.4.3l
documentation – routers, 8.5.1a note 2
documentation – selection of external providers, s 8.4.1

\textsuperscript{8} Evidence of the results of management reviews is understood to be management review inputs and outputs.

\textsuperscript{9} Evidence of the results of management reviews is understood to be management review inputs and outputs.
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documentation – sequence verification, 8.5.1c

documentation – sequential record of production, s 8.5.2

documentation – special process, s 8.5.1.2f

documentation – standards, s 8.5.1i

documentation – technical, s 8.5.5g

documentation – traceability to person authorizing release, s 8.6

documentation – traceability, 8.5.2

documentation – travelers, 8.5.1a note 2

documentation – updating of, s 8.5.5g

documentation – validation, products and services, s 8.1.2b

documentation – verification completed, s 8.5.1n

documentation – verification documents, 8.5.1a note 2

documentation – verification, products and services, s 8.1.2b

documentation – work orders, 8.5.1a note 2

documentation – α competence of persons, s 7.5.1

documentation – α complexity of process interactions, s 7.5.1

documentation – α complexity of processes, s 7.5.1

documentation – α organization activities, s 7.5.1

documentation – α organization processes, s 7.5.1

documentation – α organization products, s 7.5.1

documentation – α organization services, s 7.5.1

documentation – α organization size, s 7.5.1

documentation ≈ documented information, s A.6

documentation ≥ protocols, s A.1

documentation ≥ quality manual, s A.6

documentation ≥ quality plan, s A.6

documentation ≥ records, ss A.1, A.6

documentation, false. See counterfeit part
documentation, ss 7.3e, 7.5

dynamic environment, s 0.1

economic environment – subset of context, s 4.1

education – competence, s 7.2b

effectiveness – analysis, s 9.1.3c

effectiveness performance evaluation, s 9.1.1

electricity – subset of infrastructure, ss 7.1.3, 8.5.1p

electronic signature – acceptance authority media, s 8.5.2

emotionally protective environment – working environment, s 7.1.4c

equipment for the operation of processes. See working environment establishment of, s 4.4.1

ethical behavior – awareness, ss 7.3h, 8.4.3m

evidence-based decision making, s 0.2

experience – competence, s 7.2b

experience – knowledge source, 7.1.6a

experience, s A.7b

external parties liaison, s 5.3

external provider – subset of interested parties, s 8.7.1

external provider performance – management review, s 9.3.2c.7

external providers – knowledge source, s 7.1.6b

external providers – partner, s A.1

external providers – supplier, s A.1

external providers – vendor, s A.1
external providers, control of – conditions – incorporation into organization’s own products and services, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – conditions – process provided by external provider as a result of decision by the organization, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – conditions – products and services provided directly to customer by external provider on behalf of organization, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – documentation – actions arising from evaluation of external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – documentation – approval scope – product type, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – documentation – approval scope – process family, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – documentation – approval status – approved, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – documentation – approval status – conditional approval, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – documentation – approval status – disapproved, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – documentation – evaluation of external provider, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – documentation – monitoring of performance of external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – documentation – reevaluation of external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – documentation – selection of external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – accredited management system, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – certification body, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – government authority approval, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – customer approval, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization – define actions when external supplier does not meet requirements, s 8.4.1.1d
external providers, control of – organization – define authority for approval status of external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – define authority for change in status of external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – define conditions for use external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – define process for approval status of external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – define process for change in status of external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – define requirements for documented information created by external provider, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – organization – define requirements for documented information retained by external provider, s 8.4.1.1b
external providers, control of – organization – define responsibilities for approval status of external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – define responsibilities for change in status of external providers, s 8.4.1.1a
external providers, control of – organization – review on-time performance of external providers, s 8.4.1.1c
external providers, control of – organization – review performance of external providers, s 8.4.1.1c
external providers, control of – organization – review products and services conformity of external providers, s 8.4.1.1c
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – conformity of processes, products and services to requirements, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – conformity of sources defined by customer to requirements, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – use of customer designated providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – use of customer approved providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of external provision of processes, products and services, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of selection of external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of external provision, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of external special processes, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk management of external provision of processes, products and services, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk management of selection of external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk management of external special processes, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – control of direct external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – control of sub-tier external providers, s 8.4.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – external provider must not prevent organization from consistently deliver conforming products and services, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – ensure externally provided processes are within control of its QMS, s 8.4.2a
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – define controls it intends to apply to external provider, s 8.4.2b
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – define controls it intends to apply to outputs, s 8.4.2b
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider impact of external products and services on ability to meet customer requirements, s 8.4.2c.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider impact of external products and services to meet legal requirements, s 8.4.2c.1
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider effectiveness of controls, s 8.4.2c.2
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider results of periodic performance review of external provider, s 8.4.2c.3
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – determine verification necessary to ensure products and services meet requirements, s 8.4.2d
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – external provider’s delegated verification activities, monitoring of, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – validation of tests results for critical raw materials, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – certificate of conformity, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – changes to production, assessment of, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – delegated to external provider – register of delegation, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – delegation, review of, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – documentation, review of required, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – evidence, review of objective, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – inspection, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – periodic testing, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – premises, audit of external provider, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – premises, review of external provider, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – process control documentation, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – process verification, result of, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – product verification, review of, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – production part approval process, review of, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – products, inspection of, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – recalls, 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – replacement, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – services upon receipt, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – statistical documentation, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – test documentation, s 8.4.2 note 2
external providers, control of – verification – when high risk of nonconformities, s 8.4.2
external providers, control of – verification – when risk of counterfeit parts, s 8.4.2
external providers, information for – acceptance, instructions for, s 8.4.3j
external providers, information for – acceptance, use of statistical techniques for product, 8.4.3j
external providers, information for – approved external providers, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – approved process sources, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – approved special processes, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – changes in external providers, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – changes in manufacturing location, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – changes in processes, products and services, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – changes, approval for, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – competence, s 8.4.3c
external providers, information for – control and monitoring to be applied by organization, s 8.4.3e
external providers, information for – counterfeit parts, prevention of, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – critical items, 8.4.3h
external providers, information for – customer designated external providers, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – documentation – disposition requirements, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – documentation – retention periods, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – inspection, s 8.4.3i
external providers, information for – interaction with organization, s 8.4.3d
external providers, information for – key characteristics, s 8.4.3h
external providers, information for – nonconforming processes, products and services, approval for disposal of, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – nonconforming processes, products and services, notification of organization for, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – personnel’s awareness of contribution to products and services conformity, s 8.4.1m
external providers, information for – personnel’s awareness of contribution to product safety, s 8.4.1m
external providers, information for – personnel’s awareness of contribution to ethical behavior, s 8.4.1m
external providers, information for – QMS implementation, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – qualification of persons, s 8.4.3c
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – drawings, s 8.4.3a
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – process requirements, s 8.4.3a
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – specifications, s 8.4.3a
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – work instructions, s 8.4.3a
external providers, information for – requirements flown down to external providers, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of products and services, s 8.4.3b.1
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of methods, s 8.4.3b.2
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of processes, s 8.4.3b.2
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of equipment, s 8.4.3b.2
external providers, information for – requirements for design and development control, s 8.4.3g
external providers, information for – requirements for products and services, s 8.4.3a
external providers, information for – requirements for release of products and services, s 8.4.3b.3
external providers, information for – right of access – customer, s 8.4.3l
external providers, information for – right of access – documentation, s 8.4.3l
external providers, information for – right of access – organization, s 8.4.3l
external providers, information for – right of access – regulator, s 8.4.3l
external providers, information for – right of access – supply chain, s 8.4.3l
external providers, information for – special requirement, s 8.4.3h
external providers, information for – test specimens – auditing, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – test specimens – design approval, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – test specimens – inspection, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – test specimens – investigation, s 8.4.3k
external providers, information for – test specimens – verification, s 8.4.3k
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external providers, information for – test, s 8.4.3i
external providers, information for – validation activities by customer, s 8.4.3f
external providers, information for – validation activities by organization, s 8.4.3f
external providers, information for – verification, production process, s 8.4.3i
external providers, information for – verification, s 8.4.3i
external providers, ss 8.1i, 8.7.1
first article inspection, s 8.5.1.3
first article inspection – engineering change, upon, s 8.5.1.3
first article inspection – production process change, upon, s 8.5.1.3
first article inspection – tooling change, upon, s 8.5.1.3
fit – critical item, s 3.2
fit – key characteristic, s 3.3
fixtures – product specific tools, s 8.5.1d
foreign object – detection – control of production, s 8.5.1o
foreign object – detection – product requirement determination, s 8.1
foreign object – detection – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4b
foreign object – prevention – control of production, s 8.5.1o
foreign object – prevention – product requirement determination, s 8.1
foreign object – prevention – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4b
foreign object – removal – control of production, s 8.5.1o
foreign object – removal – product requirement determination, s 8.1
foreign object – removal – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4b
form – critical item, s 3.2
form – key characteristic, s 3.3
function – critical item, s 3.2
function – key characteristic, s 3.3
grade, false. See counterfeit part
handling – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4
hardware – subset of infrastructure, s 7.1.3
hazardous materials. See preservation of outputs
heat – working environment, 7.1.4c
hiring – competence, s 7.2 note 2
human error, s 8.5.1g
human factors – working environment, 7.1.4
humidity – working environment, 7.1.4c
hygiene – working environment, s 7.1.4c
identification – configuration of product, s 8.5.2
identification – configuration, actual v required, s 8.5.2
identification – media control – electronic signatures, s 8.5.2
identification – media control – passwords, s 8.5.2
identification – media control – stamps, s 8.5.2
identification – output status, s 8.5.2
identification – product life, s 8.5.2
identification – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4
identification – unique, 8.5.2
identification, unique – product traceability, s 8.5.2
illustrations, s 8.5.1i
imitation part. See counterfeit part
implementation of, s 4.4.1
improved performance – awareness, s 7.3c
improvement – analysis, s 9.1.3g
improvement – breakthrough change, s 10.1 note
improvement – continual improvement, s 10.1 note
improvement – correction, s 10.1 note
improvement – corrective action, s 10.1 note
improvement – customer requirements, meet, s 10.1
improvement – customer satisfaction, enhance, s 10.1
improvement – future expectations, s 10.1a
improvement – future need, s 10.1a
improvement – innovation, s 10.1 note
improvement – opportunities, ss 5.3c, 10.1
improvement – products and services, s 10.1a
improvement – QMS, s 10.1c
improvement – reorganization, s 10.1 note
improvement – undesired effects, correct, s 10.1b
improvement – undesired effects, prevent, s 10.1b
improvement – undesired effects, reduce, s 10.1b
improvement opportunities – management review, ss 9.3.2f, 9.3.3a
improvement, continual – best practices benchmarking, s 10.3
improvement, continual – lessons learned, s 10.3
improvement, continual – monitoring of, a 10.3
improvement, continual – problem resolution, s 10.3
improvement, s 0.2
information – no documentation requirement, s A.6
information ≠ documented information, s A.6
information, documented – documentation requirement, s A.6
infrastructure – buildings, s 7.1.3a
infrastructure – communication technology, s 7.1.3d
infrastructure – equipment, s 7.1.3b
infrastructure – hardware, s 7.1.3b
infrastructure – IT, s 7.1.3b
infrastructure – software, s 7.1.3b
infrastructure – transportation resources, s 7.1.3c
innovation, s 0.1
innovation, ss 0.1, 10.1 note
intellectual property – knowledge source, s 7.1.6a
intellectual property, ss 7.1.6, 8.5.3
interested parties – control of design and development, s 8.3.2j
interested parties – customer, s 8.7.1
interested parties – distributor, s 8.7.1
interested parties – external provider, s 8.7.1
interested parties – internal organization, s 8.7.1
interested parties – regulatory authority, s 8.7.1
interested parties – reporting of nonconformities to, s 8.7.1
interested parties feedback – management review, s 9.3.2c.1
interested parties requirements – determination of, s 4.2b
interested parties, list of – determination of, s 4.2a
interested parties, needs of – context, s 4.2
interested parties, ss 4.2, 4.3, A.3
internal organization – subset of interested parties, s 8.7.1
internal organization, s 8.7.1
jigs – suitable infrastructure, 8.5.1d note
key characteristic – critical item, s 3.2
key characteristic, s 3.3
key characteristic – fit, s 3.3
key characteristic – form, s 3.3
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key characteristic – function, s 3.3
key characteristic – performance, s 3.3
key characteristic – producibility, s 3.3
key characteristic – relation to special requirements, s 3.5 note
key characteristic – service life, s 3.3
key characteristics – relation to critical items, s 3.5 note
knowledge – made available, s 7.1.6
knowledge – maintained, s 7.1.6
knowledge, capturing undocumented – knowledge source, s 7.1.6a
knowledge, organizational – context, s 4.1
knowledge, organizational – subset of context, s 4.1
knowledge, organizational, s 7.1.6
knowledge, sharing undocumented – knowledge source, s 7.1.6a
labeling – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4d
labeling, false. See counterfeit part
leadership – accountability, s 5.1.1a
leadership – business process integration, 5.1.1c
leadership – customer focus, s 5.1.2
leadership – importance of QMS, communication of, s 5.1.1f
leadership – improvement, promotion of, s 5.1.1i
leadership – process approach, promotion of, s 5.1.1d
leadership – quality objectives compatible with strategy, s 5.1.1b
leadership – quality policy compatible with strategy, s 5.1.1b
leadership – quality policy, communication of, s 5.2.2
leadership – quality policy, establishment of, s 5.2.1
leadership – resource availability, s 5.1.1e
leadership – result, achievement of intended, s 5.1.1g
leadership – risk based thinking, promotion of, s 5.1.1d
leadership – staffing, s 5.1.1h
leadership – support, s 5.1.1j
leadership, ss 0.2, 5
legal environment – subset of context, s 4.1
legal requirements – determination of, s 4.2b
lesson learned, s 10.3
lessons learned – knowledge source, s 7.1.6a
lessons learned, ss 7.1.6 note 2 a, 8.5.5f, 10.3 note
lifecycle. See product lifecycle
light – working environment, s 7.1.4c
likelihood, ss 6.1.2, 8.1.1b, A.4
local environment – context, s 4.1
lubrication – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4
maintain ≥ retain, s A.6
maintenance, s 8.5.5i
management representative – external parties, liaison with, s 5.3
management representative – oversight, s 5.3
management representative – QMS liaison, s 5.3
management representative – top management, unrestricted access to, s 5.3
management representative, s 5.3, Table A1
management review – action items, s 9.3.2a
management review – documentation – evidence of management review inputs, s 9.9.3 last para
management review – documentation – evidence of management review outputs, s 9.9.3 last para
management review – documentation – results of management review, s 9.9.3 last para
management review – frequency, s 9.3.1
management review – input – actions from previous management review, s 9.3.2a
management review – input – actions to address risk and opportunities, ss 9.3.2e, 6.1
management review – input – audit results, s 9.3.2d
management review – input – changes in external issues, s 9.3.2b
management review – input – changes in internal issues, s 9.3.2b
management review – input – conformity of products and services, s 9.3.2c.4
management review – input – corrective actions, s 9.3.2c.4
management review – input – customer satisfaction, s 9.3.2c.1
management review – input – external provider performance, s 9.3.2c.7
management review – input – monitoring and measurement results, s 9.3.2c.5
management review – input – nonconformities, s 9.3.2c.5
management review – input – on-time delivery performance, s 9.3.2c.8
management review – input – opportunities for improvement, s 9.3.2f
management review – input – process performance, s 9.3.2c.3
management review – input – quality objectives, s 9.3.2c.2
management review – input – resources, adequacy of, s 9.3.2d
management review – output – changes needed to QMS, s 9.3.3
management review – output – opportunities for improvement, s 9.3.3
management review – output – resources needed, s 9.3.3
management review – output – risks identified s 9.3.3
management review – QMS, s 9.3.1
management review – strategic direction, s 9.3.1
manufacturer, authorized, s 3.1
manufacturer, original, s 3.1
marking – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4d
marking, false. See counterfeit part
material, imitation. See counterfeit part
material, modified. See counterfeit part
material, substitute. See counterfeit part
may, s 0.1
measurement monitoring, ss 7.1.5, 7.1.5.1, 7.1.5.2, 8.3.4.1
measurement traceability – acceptance criteria, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – automated test equipment, 7.1.5.2 note
measurement traceability – calibration, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – equipment identified, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – equipment safeguarded against adjustments, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – equipment safeguarded against damage, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – equipment safeguarded against deterioration, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – plotters for data verification, 7.1.5.2 note
measurement traceability – recall process, s 7.1.5.2 last para
measurement traceability – recall process, ss 7.1.5.2 para 2, 7.1.5.2 last para
measurement traceability – register – acceptance criteria, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – register – calibration method, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – register – equipment location, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – register – equipment type, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – register – equipment unique identification, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – register – frequency, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – register – verification method, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – test hardware, 7.1.5.2 note
measurement traceability – test software, 7.1.5.2 note
measurement traceability – traceability to standards, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – unfit equipment, s 7.1.5.2
measurement traceability – verification, s 7.1.5.2
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mentoring – competence, s 7.2 note 2
mentoring, s A.7b
mission critical item – critical item, s 3.2
modified part. See counterfeit part
molds, s 8.5.1d
monitoring and measurement – management review, s 9.3.2c.5
national environment – context, s 4.1
noise – working environment, s 7.1.4c
nonconforming output – acceptance under concession by authority, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – acceptance under concession by customer, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – containment, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – control of, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – correction, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – disposition – approval by authorized representative, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – disposition – repair, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – disposition – scrap, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – disposition – use-as-is, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – documentation – action taken for nonconforming output, s 8.7.2
nonconforming output – documentation – authority deciding action in respect to nonconforming output, s 8.7.2
nonconforming output – documentation – concession obtained for nonconforming output, s 8.7.2
nonconforming output – documentation – description of nonconforming output, s 8.7.2
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, actions to contain, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, actions to contain, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, authority to dispose of, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, corrective actions for, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, reporting, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, responsibility to dispose of, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – identified by customer, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – informing customer, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – notification – customers, s 8.7.1 note
nonconforming output – notification – distributors, s 8.7.1 note
nonconforming output – notification – external provider, s 8.7.1 note
nonconforming output – notification – interested parties, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – notification – internal organizations, s 8.7.1 note
nonconforming output – notification – regulatory authorities, s 8.7.1 note
nonconforming output – products and services generated by organization, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – products and services received from external provider, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – segregation, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – suspension of provision of products and services, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – waiver by authority, s 8.7.1
nonconforming output – waiver by customer, s 8.7.1
nonconformity – control, s 10.2.1a.1
nonconformity – correct, s 10.2.1a.1
nonconformity – deal with consequences, s 10.2.1a.2.
nonconformity – documentations, s 10.2.1
nonconformity – makes changes to QMS, s 10.2.1f
nonconformity – management review, s 9.3.2c.4
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – action needed, implement, s 10.2.1c
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – causes, determine, s 10.2.1b.2.
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – corrective action flown down to external provider, s 10.2.1g
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – corrective action, review effectiveness of, s 10.2.1d
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – QMS, makes changes to, s 10.2.1bf
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – review and analyze nonconformity, s 10.2.1b.1.
onconformity – prevent recurrence – risk and opportunities, update, s 10.2.1e
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – similar nonconformity, determine existence of, s 10.2.1b.3
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – similar nonconformity, determine potential occurrence of, s 10.2.1b.3
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – take specific actions when corrective actions are not achieved, s 10.2.1h
non-confrontational environment – working environment, s 7.1.4a
non-discriminatory environment – working environment, s 7.1.4a
obsolescence, part, s 8.1.4
obsolescence, product, ss 8.1a, 8.5.5i
on-time delivery performance – management review, s 9.3.2c.8
operational planning and control – acceptance of products and services, establish criteria for, s 8.1b.2
operational planning and control – control of processes, implementation of, s 8.1d
operational planning and control – critical items, s 8.1f
operational planning and control – determining process and resources for use and maintenance of products and services, s 8.1h
operational planning and control – determining products and services to be obtained from external providers, s 8.1i
operational planning and control – documentation – conformity of products and services, s 8.1e
operational planning and control – documentation – processes carried out as planned, s 8.1e
operational planning and control – engaging representatives of affected organization functions for operational planning and control, s 8.1g
operational planning and control – establishing controls needed to prevent nonconforming products and services to the customer, s 8.1j
operational planning and control – integrated phased processes, s 8.1 note
operational planning and control – key characteristics, s 8.1f
operational planning and control – outsources processes, s 8.1
operational planning and control – planned changes, control of, s 8.1
operational planning and control – process control, s 8.1f
operational planning and control – processes, establish criteria for, s 8.1b.1
operational planning and control – requirements for products and services, determination of, s 8.1a
operational planning and control – resources to achieve on-time delivery, determination of, s 8.1c
operational planning and control – resources to achieve product conformity, determination of, s 8.1c
operational planning and control – unintended changes, mitigation of adverse effects of, s 8.1
operational planning and control – work transfer, permanent, s 8.1
operational planning and control – work transfer, temporary, s 8.1
operational planning and control, s 8
operational risk management – mandatory process, s A.4, 8.1.1
operational risk management – risk acceptance – after mitigation actions, s 8.1.1e
operational risk management – risk assessment criteria, definition of – likelihood, s 8.1.1b
operational risk management – risk assessment criteria, definition of – consequences s 8.1.1b
operational risk management – risk assessment criteria, definition of – risk acceptance, s 8.1.1b
operational risk management – risk management, operational – assignment of responsibilities for, s 8.1.1a
operational risk management – risk mitigation exceeding risk acceptance criteria – identification, s 8.1.1d
operational risk management – risk mitigation exceeding risk acceptance criteria – implementation, s 8.1.1d
operational risk management – risk mitigation exceeding risk acceptance criteria – management, s 8.1.1d
operational risk management – risk, operational – assessment, s 8.1.1c
operational risk management – risk, operational – communication, s 8.1.1c
operational risk management – risk, operational – identification, s 8.1.1c
operational risks – ability to provide, s 8.2.2d
operational risks – capacity to provide, s 8.2.2d
operational risks – delivery time, short, s 8.2.2d
operational risks – new technology, s 8.2.2d
opportunities – customer needs, s 6.1.2
opportunities – new customers, s 6.1.2
opportunities – new markets, s 6.1.2
opportunities – new partnerships, s 6.1.2
opportunities – new practices, s 6.1.2
opportunities – new products, s 6.1.2
opportunities – new technology, s 6.1.2
opportunities – organization needs, s 6.1.2
opportunities – proportionality of actions taken, s 6.1.2
organizational knowledge – additional required, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – availability of, 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – benchmarking, s A.7b
organizational knowledge – external source – academia, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – external source – conferences, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – external source – customers, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – external source – external providers, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – external source – standards, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – experience, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – intellectual property, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – lessons learned, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – results of improvement in processes, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – results of improvement in products, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – results of improvement in services, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – undocumented experience, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – internal source – undocumented knowledge, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – learning from experience, s A.7b
organizational knowledge – maintenance of, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – mentoring, s A.7b
organizational knowledge – safeguarding against loss – failure to capture information, s A.7a
organizational knowledge – safeguarding against loss – failure to share information, s A.7a
organizational knowledge – safeguarding against loss – staff turnover, s A.7a
organizational knowledge – specific to organization – gained by experience, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – succession planning, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge – update of, s 7.1.6
organizational knowledge, ss 7.1.6, A7
output, s 8.7.1
output traceability. See product traceability
outsourced processes – controlled, s 8.1
outsourcing, ss 7.1.1 b, 8.1, 8.4, A.8
packaging – operational planning and control, s 8.1 note
packaging – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4
part, genuine, s 3.1
part, imitation. See counterfeit part
part, modified. See counterfeit part
part, substitute. See counterfeit part
partner, s A.1. See also external providers
parts, replacement, s 8.5.5i
passwords – acceptance authority media, s 8.5.2
PDCA – 1 Plan – context of the organization, 4
PDCA – 1 Plan – leadership, 5
PDCA – 1 Plan, s 0.3.2
PDCA – 2 Do – operation, 8
PDCA – 2 Do – support, 7
PDCA – 2 Do, s 0.3.2
PDCA – 3 Check – performance evaluation, 9
PDCA – 3 Check, s 0.3.2
PDCA – 4 Act – improvement, 10
PDCA – 4 Act, s 0.3.2
PDCA – opportunities acted on, s 0.1
PDCA – opportunities identified, s 0.1
PDCA – processes managed, s 0.1
PDCA – processes resourced, s 0.1
PDCA cycle, s 0.3.2
PDCA, ss 0.1, 0.3.2
performance – critical item, s 3.2
performance – key characteristic, s 3.3
performance characteristic
performance evaluation – customer satisfaction, s 9.1.2
performance evaluation – documentation – results, s 9.1.1
performance evaluation – methods for monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation, s 9.1.1b
performance evaluation – QMS effectiveness, s 9.1.1
performance evaluation – what needs to be monitored and analyzed, s 9.1.1a
performance evaluation – when monitoring and measuring is performed, s 9.1.1c
performance evaluation – when results are analyzed and evaluated, s 9.1.1d
performance, organizational – context, s 4.1
personal data, s 8.5.3
pest control – subset of infrastructure, s 7.1.3
physical factors – working environment, s 7.1.4
plan – context of the organization, s 4
plan, s 0.3.2
plan – leadership, s 5
plan – objective, establish, s 0.3.2
plan – opportunities, address, s 0.3.2, 6.1.1, 6.1.2
plan – opportunities, identify, s 0.3.2
plan – planning, s 6
plan – processes, establish, s 0.3.2
plan – risks, address, s 0.3.2, 6.1.1, 6.1.2
plan – risks, identify, s 0.3.2
plan. See also PDCA
Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. See PDCA
planning
planning – action to address opportunities – effectiveness evaluation, s 6.1.2
planning – action to address opportunities – integration in QSM, s 6.1.2
planning – action to address opportunities, ss 6.1.1, 6.1.2
planning – action to address risks – effectiveness evaluation, s 6.1.2
planning – action to address risks – integration in QSM, s 6.1.2
planning – action to address risks, ss 6.1.1, 6.1.2
planning – changes, s 6.3
planning – proportionality of actions taken, s 6.1.2
planning – QMS to achieve desired results, s 6.1.1
planning – QMS to achieve improvements, s 6.1.1
planning – QMS to enhance desirable effects, s 6.1.1
planning – QMS to prevent undesirable effects, s 6.1.1
planning – QMS to reduce undesirable effects, s 6.1.1
planning – quality objectives, s 6.2
planning, s 6
plotters for data verification, 7.1.5.2 note
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post-delivery considerations – consequences, undesired potential, s 8.5.5b
post-delivery considerations – contractual obligations, s 8.5.5 note
post-delivery considerations – customer feedback, s 8.5.5d
post-delivery considerations – customer queries, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – customer support, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – customer training, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – disposal, final, s 8.5.5 note
post-delivery considerations – documentation – control of, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – maintenance, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – overhaul, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – product use, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – provision of, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – repair, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – technical, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – documentation – updating of, s 8.5.5g
post-delivery considerations – external work control, s 8.5.5h
post-delivery considerations – in-service data performance, s 8.5.5d
post-delivery considerations – in-service data reliability, s 8.5.5d
post-delivery considerations – in-service data, analysis of, s 8.5.5d
post-delivery considerations – in-service data, collection of, s 8.5.5d
post-delivery considerations – legal requirement, s 8.5.5a
post-delivery considerations – lessons learned, s 8.5.5d
post-delivery considerations – lifetime of products and services, intended, s 8.5.5c
post-delivery considerations – maintenance, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – nature of products and services, s 8.5.5c
post-delivery considerations – obsolescence, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – off-site work control, s 8.5.5h
post-delivery considerations – parts, replacement, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – problems, investigation of, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – problems, reporting of, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – product support, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – recycling, s 8.5.5 note
post-delivery considerations – regulatory requirements, s 8.5.5a
post-delivery considerations – resources, s 8.5.5i
post-delivery considerations – statutory requirements, s 8.5.5a
post-delivery considerations – use of products and services, s 8.5.5c
post-delivery considerations – warranties, ss 8.5.5i, 8.5.5 note
power – subset of infrastructure, s 7.1.3
premises, ss 8.4.2 Note 2, 8.4.3 f, 8.5.3 note
preservation of outputs – cautions, s 8.5.4d
preservation of outputs – cleaning, s 8.5.4a
preservation of outputs – contamination control, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – foreign object detection, s 8.5.4b
preservation of outputs – foreign object prevention, s 8.5.4b
preservation of outputs – foreign object removal, s 8.5.4b
preservation of outputs – handling, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – hazardous material handling, s 8.5.4d
preservation of outputs – hazardous material storage, s 8.5.4d
preservation of outputs – identification, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – labeling, s 8.5.4d
preservation of outputs – markings, s 8.5.4d
preservation of outputs – packaging, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – protection, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – rotation, stock, s 8.5.4e
preservation of outputs – safety warnings, s 8.5.4d
preservation of outputs – sensitive product, special handling for, s 8.5.4c
preservation of outputs – shelf life control, s 8.5.4e
preservation of outputs – storage, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – transmission, s 8.5.4
preservation of outputs – transportation, s 8.5.4
preservation, ss 7.5.3.2, 8.1, 8.5.1.1, 8.5.4
preventive maintenance, s 7.1.3
problem resolution, ss 8.3.3 note, 10.3 note
process approach, ss 0.2, 0.3.1
process control, ss 8.1, 8.1b, note, 8.1f, 8.4.2,
process improvement results – knowledge source, s 7.1.6a
process map – documentation, 4.4.2 para 2
process owner – documentation, s 4.4.2 para 2
process performance – management review, s 9.3.2c.3
processes – outsourcing, ss 8.1, 8.4
processes criteria – criticality analysis, s 8.1b
processes criteria – design of experiments, s 8.1b
processes criteria – design verification – maintainability, s 8.1b
processes criteria – design verification – product safety, s 8.1b
processes criteria – design verification – reliability, s 8.1b
processes criteria – effects, s 8.1b
processes criteria – failure mode, s 8.1b
processes criteria – key characteristic selection, s 8.1b
processes criteria – key characteristic verification, s 8.1b
processes criteria – process capability measurements, s 8.1b
processes criteria – process control, s 8.1b
processes criteria – statistical process control, s 8.1b
processes criteria – verification, s 8.1b
processes, integrated phased, s 8.1b
producibility – critical item, s 3.2
producibility – key characteristic, s 3.3
product acceptance criteria, s 8.1b
product data – configuration, s 8.3.5
product data – data preservation, s 8.3.5
product data – design features, s 8.3.5
product data – documentation, s 8.3.5
product data – drawing, s 8.3.5
product data – handling, s 8.3.5
product data – manufacturing, s 8.3.5
product data – material, s 8.3.5
product data – packaging, s 8.3.5
product data – part list, s 8.3.5
product data – process, s 8.3.5
product data – purpose – identification, s 8.3.5
product data – purpose – manufacture, s 8.3.5
product data – purpose – use, s 8.3.5
product data – purpose – verification, s 8.3.5
product data – repair schemes, s 8.3.5
product data – specification, s 8.3.5
product data –assembly, s 8.3.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Category</th>
<th>Document Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product Identity</td>
<td>8.1.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Lifecycle</td>
<td>8.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Safety</td>
<td>8.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Availability</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Criteria to Meet Specification Claims</td>
<td>8.2.2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Determination of</td>
<td>8.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Disposal, Final End-of-Life</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Foreign Object Detection</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Foreign Object Prevention</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Foreign Object Removal</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Handling</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Inspectability</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Maintainability</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Material Suitability</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Obsolescence</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Operational Risks – Ability to Provide</td>
<td>8.2.2d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Operational Risks – Capacity to Provide</td>
<td>8.2.2d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Operational Risks – Delivery Time, Short</td>
<td>8.2.2d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Operational Risks – New Technology</td>
<td>8.2.2d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Packaging</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Part Suitability</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Preservation</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Productivity</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Recycling</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Regulatory Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Reliability</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Catalogues</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Contractual Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Customer Delivery Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Customer Non-Documented Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Customer Post-Delivery Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Customer Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Customer/Organization Mutually Acceptable Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Documentation</td>
<td>8.2.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Functional Coordination</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Internet Sales</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Non-Customer Specified Intended Use Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Order Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Organization Specified Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Partially Met Requirements, Resolution Of</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Regulatory Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Statutory Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Review – Unmet Requirements, Resolution Of</td>
<td>8.2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Safety, Personal</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Safety, Product</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Software, Embedded</td>
<td>8.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Special Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Requirements – Statutory Requirements</td>
<td>8.2.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Safety – Critical Item Management</td>
<td>8.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Safety</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Safety – Event Analysis</td>
<td>8.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Safety – Event Communication</td>
<td>8.1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Safety – Event Reporting</td>
<td>8.1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
product safety – hazard assessment, s 8.1.3
product safety – risk management, s 8.1.3
product safety – training post events, s 8.1.3
product support, s 8.5.5i
product traceability – batch, manufacturing, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – batch, raw material, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – component traceability to assembly, s 8.5.2
product traceability – component traceability to higher assembly, s 8.5.2
product traceability – configuration management, s 8.1.2
product traceability – destination – delivery, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – destination – scrap, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – documentation, 8.5.2 para 1
product traceability – sequential record of production – assembly, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – sequential record of production – inspection, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – sequential record of production – manufacture, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – sequential record of production – retrievability, 8.5.2 note
product traceability – sequential record of production – verification, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – sequential record of production, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – unique identification throughout product life, s 8.5.2 note
product traceability – unique identification, s 8.5.2
product, intangible, s A.1
product, tangible, s A.1
products and services ≈ hardware, s A.1
products and services ≈ processed materials, s A.1
products and services ≈ software, s A.1
program management, s 8.1b
program management – synonym – project management, s 8.1b
program management – synonym – project planning, s 8.1b
project management, s 8.1b
project management – synonym – program management, s 8.1b
project management – synonym – project planning, s 8.1b
project planning, s 8.1b
project planning – planned sequence, s 8.1
project planning – resource constraints, s 8.1
project planning – risk, acceptable, s 8.1
project planning – schedule constraints, s 8.1
project planning – synonym – program management, s 8.1b
project planning – synonym – project management, s 8.1b
property of customer. See property of external provider (idem)
property of external provider – care of by organization, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – components, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – equipment, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – intellectual property, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – materials, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – personal data, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – premises, s 8.5.3
property of external provider – tools, s 8.5.3
protection – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4
purchased product ≈ externally provided products and processes, s A.1
purchasing, s A.8
QMS – adequacy – management review, 9.3.1
QMS – adoption – performance improvement, s 0.1
QMS – adoption – strategic decision, s 0.1
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QMS – adoption – sustainable development, s 0.1
QMS – audit, internal, s 9.2.2
QMS – aviation, s Title
QMS – awareness, s 7.3
QMS – benefits – conformity requirements, demonstrate, s 0.1
QMS – benefits – customer requirement, meet, s 0.1
QMS – benefits – customer satisfaction, s 0.1
QMS – benefits – opportunities, address, s 0.1
QMS – benefits – regulatory requirement, meet, s 0.1
QMS – benefits – risks, address, s 0.1
QMS – benefits – statutory requirement, meet, s 0.1
QMS – changes – management review, 9.3.3
QMS – customer requirements, s 4.4.1
QMS – defense, s Title
QMS – effectiveness – management review, 9.3.1
QMS – external issues relevant to, s 9.3.2b
QMS – internal issues relevant to, s 9.3.2b
QMS – maintenance of, 4.4.1
QMS – performance – analysis, s 9.1.3c
QMS – performance of, s 5.3c
QMS – regulatory requirements, s 4.4.1
QMS – scope, s 4.3
QMS – space, s Title
QMS – statutory requirements, s 4.4.1
QMS – suitability – management review, 9.3.1
QMS – why – to assure conformity to customer requirements, s 1.1b
QMS – why – to assure conformity to legal requirements, s 1.1b
QMS – why – to demonstrate ability to consistently provide products and service, s 1.1a
QMS – why – to enhance customer satisfaction, s 1.1b
quality management – principles – customer focus, s 0.2
quality management – principles – engagement of people, s 0.2
quality management – principles – evidence-based decision making, s 0.2
quality management – principles – improvement, s 0.2
quality management – principles – leadership, s 0.2
quality management – principles – relationship management, s 0.2
quality manual, s 4.4.2
quality manual – description of interested parties, s 4.4.2
quality manual – description of processes needed for QMS, s 4.4.2
quality manual – interaction of QMS processes, s 4.4.2
quality manual – responsibility assignment for QMS processes, s 4.4.2
quality manual – scope of QMS, s 4.4.2
quality manual – sequence of QMS processes, 4.4.2
quality manual – single source of QMS documentation, s 4.4.2
quality objectives – awareness, s 7.3b
quality objectives – communicated, 6.2.1f
quality objectives – consistency with quality policy, s 6.2.1a
quality objectives – management review, s 9.3.2c.2
quality objectives – measurable, s 6.2.1b
quality objectives – monitored, s 6.2.1e
quality objectives – planning – how results evaluated, s 6.2.2
quality objectives – planning – resources required, s 6.2.2
quality objectives – planning – what will be done, s 6.2.2
quality objectives – planning – when completed, s 6.2.2
quality objectives – planning – who is responsible, s 6.2.2
quality objectives – relevant to customer satisfaction, s 6.1.1d
quality objectives – relevant to product conformity, s 6.1.1c
quality objectives – take into account applicable requirements, s 6.2.1c
quality objectives – updated, s 6.2.1g
quality objectives, ss 5.1.1, 6.2, 9.3.2
quality plan, s 8.1
quality policy – application of, s 5.2.2
quality policy – availability to interested parties, s 5.2.2
quality policy – availability, s 5.2.2
quality policy – awareness, s 7.3a
quality policy – commitment to satisfy requirements, s 5.2.1
quality policy – communication of, s 5.2.2
quality policy – continual improvement of QMS, s 5.2.1
quality policy – documentation, s 5.2.2
quality policy – establishment of, s 5.2.1
quality policy – implementation of, s 5.2.1
quality policy – maintenance of, s 5.2.1, 5.2.2
quality policy – purpose, 5.2.1
quality policy – quality objectives, s 5.2.1
quality policy – strategic direction, s 5.2.1
quality policy, ss 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.2.2
raw materials – critical item, as a, s 8.4.2
reassignment – competence, s 7.2 note 2
recall process, s 7.1.5.2 para 2, last para
recycling, ss 8.1a, 8.5.5 note
regional environment – context, s 4.1
register – delegation of verification to external providers, 8.4.2
register – delegations to external providers, s 8.4.2
register – external providers, s 8.4.1.1b
register – monitoring and measuring equipment, s 7.1.5.2
regulatory authority – subset of interested parties, s 8.7.1
regulatory authority, s 8.7.1
regulatory requirements – determination of, s 4.2b
relationship management, s 0.2
release of products and services – documentation – conformity to acceptance criteria, s 8.6
release of products and services – documentation – present at delivery, s 8.6
release of products and services – documentation – traceability to person authorizing release, s 8.6
release of products and services – planned arrangements waiver – authorization by authority, s 8.6
release of products and services – planned arrangements waiver – authorization by customer, s 8.6
release of products and services – planned arrangements, s 8.6
reorganization, s 0.1
reorganization, ss 0.1, 10.1 note
resource needs – management review, s 9.3.3
resources, adequacy – management review, s 9.3.2d
review, design and development, s 8.3.4b
review. See management review
right of access, s 8.4.3l
risk – aviation, space and industry, s 8.1.1 note 2
risk, ss A.4, 8.1.1
risk – effect of uncertainty, s 0.3.3
risk – likelihood of occurrence, ss A.4, 8.1.1
risk – options – avoiding risk, s 6.1.2
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risk – options – changing consequence, s 6.1.2
risk – options – changing likelihood, s 6.1.2
risk – options – elimination of risk source, s 6.1.2
risk – options – retaining risk by informed decision, s 6.1.2
risk – options – sharing risk, s 6.1.2
risk – options – taking risk to pursue opportunity, s 6.1.2
risk – positive or negative effect, s 0.3.3
risk – severity of consequence, ss A.4, 8.1.1
risk – α likelihood of occurrence + severity of consequence, s 8.1.1 note 2
risk acceptance. s 8.1.1b
risk assessment – consequences, s 8.1.1b,
risk assessment – likelihood, s 8.1.1b
risk assessment – risk acceptance, s 8.1.1b
risk assessment, ss 8.1.1, 8.1.1 note 2, 8.5.1.3
risk management process, ss 8, 8.1.1, A.4
risk α likelihood, s A.4
risk α severity, s A.4
risk, operational. See also operational risk
risk. See also operational risk management
risk-based thinking – determine risks as basis for planning, s A.4
risk-based thinking – factors causing deviation, determination of, s 0.1
risk-based thinking – nonconformities, analyze, s 0.3.3
risk-based thinking – nonconformities, eliminate, s 0.3.3
risk-based thinking – preventive action, s A.4
risk-based thinking – preventive controls, ss 0.1, 0.3.3
risk-based thinking – recurrence, prevent, s 0.3.3
risk-based thinking – replacement of performance based requirements, s A.4
risk-based thinking – understand context, s A.4
risk-based thinking, ss 0.1, 0.3.3, 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 8.1.1, A.4
risks – management review, 9.3.3
risks and opportunities – management review, s 9.3.2e
safety – critical item, s 3.2
safety critical items – critical item, s 3.2
safety management, s 0.4
safety warnings – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4d
safety, personal, s 8.1a
safety, product, s 3.2, 3.4, 7.3, 8.1a, 8.1b, 8.1.3, 8.4.3m
samples, representative, s 8.5.1i
sampling plan, s 8.5.1c.2
scrap – marked conspicuously, s 8.7.1
scrap – marked permanently, s 8.7.1
scrap – positively controlled, s 8.7.1
scrap – product traceability, s 8.5.2
scrap – rendered unusable, s 8.7.1
sensitive product – special handling – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4c
sensitive product – special storage – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4c
serial number, false. See counterfeit part
servers – subset of infrastructure, s 7.1.3
service acceptance criteria, s 8.1b
service life – critical item, s 3.2
service life – key characteristic, s 3.3
service requirements. See product requirements
service traceability. See product traceability
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technological environment – context, s 4.1
temperature – working environment, s 7.1.4c
test – acceptance criteria met, s 8.3.4.1e
test – controlled, s 8.3.4.1
test – documentation, s 8.3.4.1
test – planned, s 8.3.4.1
test – reviewed, s 8.3.4.1
test hardware, 7.1.5.2 note
test item – correct configuration s 8.3.4.1c
test plan – identification of parameters to be recorded, s 8.3.4.1a
test plan – identification of relevant acceptance criteria, s 8.3.4.1a
test plan – identification of resources being used, s 8.3.4.1a
test plan – identification of test conditions, s 8.3.4.1a
test plan – identification of test item being tested, s 8.3.4.1a
test plan – requirements met s 8.3.4.1d
test procedure – how to perform the test s 8.3.4.1b
test procedure – how to record the results s 8.3.4.1b
test procedure – requirements met s 8.3.4.1d
test procedure – test method s 8.3.4.1b
test software, 7.1.5.2 note
test specification – identification of parameters to be recorded, s 8.3.4.1a
test specification – identification of relevant acceptance criteria, s 8.3.4.1a
test specification – identification of resources being used, s 8.3.4.1a
test specification – identification of test conditions, s 8.3.4.1a
test specification – identification of test item being tested, s 8.3.4.1a
test specification – identification of test objectives, s 8.3.4.1a
tooling, ss 8.5.1l, 8.5.1.1, 8.5.1.3,
tools, ss 8.5.1d, 8.5.1.1, 8.5.3, 8.5.6
tools, product specific – jigs, s 8.5.1d note
tools, product specific – fixtures, s 8.5.1d note
tools, product specific – molds, s 8.5.1d note
top management – authorities assigned, s 5.3
top management – authorities communicated, s 5.3
top management – authorities understood, s 5.3
top management – commitment to QMS, s 5.1.1
top management – customer focus, promotion of, s 5.3d
top management – customer focus, s 5.1.2
top management – improvement opportunities, s 5.3c
top management – improvement opportunity reporting to, s 5.3c
top management – management representative appointment – oversight, s 5.3
top management – management representative unrestricted access to top management, s 5.3
top management – management review, s 9.3
top management – management review. See also management review
top management – performance of QMS, reporting on, s 5.3c
top management – process delivers intended outputs, s 5.3b
top management – QMS conforms to AS9100, s 5.3a
top management – QMS integrity maintained, s 5.3e
top management – QMS review – adequacy, s 9.3.1
top management – QMS review – continuing suitability, s 9.3.1
top management – QMS review – effectiveness, s 9.3.1
top management – QMS review – strategic alignment, s 9.3.1
top management – quality policy, s 5.2.1
top management – responsibilities assigned, s 5.3
top management – responsibilities communicated, s 5.3
top management – responsibilities understood, s 5.3
top management – role and responsibilities, ss 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 9.3
traceability. See measurement traceability; product traceability
training – competence, s 7.2b
transmission – subset of preservation of outputs, 8.5.4
transportation – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4
transportation resources – subset of infrastructure, s 7.1.3
unauthorized copy. See counterfeit part
utilities – subset of infrastructure, ss 7.1.3, 8.5.1p
validation – test, s 8.3.4.1
validation, design and development, s 8.3.4d
values, organizational – context, s 4.1
vendor, s A.1. See also external providers
verification – test, s 8.3.4.1
verification, design and development, s 8.3.4c
warning labels – subset of preservation of outputs, s 8.5.4d
warranties, ss 8.5.5i, 8.5.5 note
water – subset of infrastructure, ss 7.1.3, 8.5.1p
work transfer – from one organization facility to another, s 8.1 note 4
work transfer – from organization to external provider, s 8.1 note 4
work transfer – impact managed, s 8.1
work transfer – permanent, s 8.1
work transfer – risk managed, s 8.1
work transfer – temporary, s 8.1
working environment – aka environment for the operation of processes, Table A1
working environment – human factors, s 7.1.4
working environment – operation processes, for, s 8.5.1d
working environment – physical – air flow, s 7.1.4c
working environment – physical – heat, 7.1.4c
working environment – physical – humidity, 7.1.4c
working environment – physical – hygiene, s 7.1.4c
working environment – physical – light, s 7.1.4c
working environment – physical – noise, s 7.1.4c
working environment – physical – temperature, s 7.1.4c
working environment – psychological – burnout prevention, s 7.1.4b
working environment – psychological – emotionally protective, s 7.1.4c
working environment – psychological – stress-reducing, s 7.1.4b
working environment – social – calm, s 7.1.4a
working environment – social – non-confrontational, s 7.1.4a
working environment – social – non-discriminatory, s 7.1.4a
workmanship – illustrations, s 8.5.1i
workmanship – representative samples, s 8.5.1i
workmanship – written standards, s 8.5.1i
workmanship, s 8.5.1i
workspace – subset of infrastructure, s 7.1.3
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abbreviations, 8
ability – definition, 18
academia – knowledge source, 22
acceptance authority media – electronic signature, 22
acceptance authority media – passwords, 22
acceptance authority media – stamps, 22
accordance with, in – definition, 18
acronyms, 8
act – definition, 22
act – improve performance, 22
activity – definition, 9, 18
adequacy – definition, 18
adjustment – definition, 18
air flow – working environment, 22
analysis – advisories, 22
analysis – conformity of products and services, 22
analysis – customer satisfaction, 22
analysis – definition, 18
analysis – external providers, performance, 22
analysis – government alert, 22
analysis – industry alerts, 22
analysis – planning, effectiveness of, 22
analysis – QMS effectiveness, 22
analysis – QMS improvement, 22
analysis – QMS performance, 22
analysis – risk and opportunities, effectiveness of actions to address, 22
applicable (requirement) – definition, 18
applicable, as – definition, 18
appropriate – definition, 18
AS9100 – applicability, 22
AS9100 – applicability – any organization, small, large, 22
AS9100 – applicability – opportunity organization encounters, 22
AS9100 – applicability – organization complexity, 22
AS9100 – applicability – organization management model, 22
AS9100 – applicability – organization size, 22
AS9100 – applicability – organization’s activities, 22
AS9100 – applicability – products and services, 22
AS9100 – applicability – risks organization encounters, 22
AS9100 – application – design product and services, 22
AS9100 – application – develop product and services, 22
AS9100 – application – provide product and services, 22
AS9100 – complementary (not alternative) to regulatory requirements, 22
AS9100 – complementary (not alternative) to statutory requirements, 22
AS9100 – exclusion – environmental management, 22
AS9100 – exclusion – financial management, 22
AS9100 – exclusion – occupational health and safety, 22
AS9100 – objectives – cost reduction, 23
AS9100 – objectives – good practice, 23
AS9100 – objectives – organization-unique requirements, elimination of, 23
AS9100 – objectives – organization-unique requirements, reduction of, 23
AS9100 – objectives – QMS, implementation of, 23
AS9100 – objectives – quality improvement, 23
AS9100 – precedence of law, 23
AS9100 – precedence of regulation, 23
AS9100 – precedence of statutes, 23
AS9100 – scope, 23
AS9110 – application – continuing airworthiness management, 23
AS9110 – application – maintenance, 23
AS9115 – application – software, 23
AS9120 – application – coordination of controlled process, 23
AS9120 – application – procurement of parts, materials and assemblies, 23
association – definition, 9
association – subset of organization, 9
audit – auditor – impartiality, 23
audit – auditor – objectivity, 23
audit – correction, 23
audit – corrective actions, 23
audit – criteria, 23
audit – definition, 9
audit – documentation – audit program, 23
audit – documentation – audit results, 23
audit – establish, 23
audit – frequency, 23
audit – maintain, 23
audit – methods, 23
audit – plan, 23
audit – planning requirements, 23
audit – previous audit results, 23
audit – report to relevant management, 23
audit – reporting, 23
audit – responsibilities, 23
audit – results – management review, 23
audit – scope, 23
audit client – definition, 9
audit conclusion – definition, 9
audit criteria – definition, 9
audit evidence – definition, 9
audit findings – definition, 9
audit guide – definition, 9
audit plan – definition, 9
audit program – definition, 9
audit scope – definition, 9
audit team – definition, 10
audit, combined – definition, 10
audit, external – definition, 10
audit, internal – definition, 10
audit, internal – QMS – AS9100 requirements, 23
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audit, internal – QMS – customer requirements, 23
audit, internal – QMS – implemented effectively, 23
audit, internal – QMS – maintained effectively, 23
audit, internal – QMS – organization’s own requirements
for QMS, 23
audit, internal – QMS – performance indicators, evaluation
of, 23
audit, internal – QMS – regulatory requirements, 23
audit, internal – QMS – statutory requirements, 23
audit, joint – definition, 10
audit, second party – definition, 10
audit, third party – definition, 10
auditee – definition, 10
auditor – definition, 10
authority – definition, 18
authority – subset of organization, 10
automated test equipment, 23
available – definition, 18
aware, to be – definition, 18
aware, to make – definition, 18
awareness – definition, 18
awareness – external providers, 23
awareness – persons – contribution to effectiveness of
QMS, 23
awareness – persons – contribution to improved
performance, 23
awareness – persons – contribution to product conformity,
23
awareness – persons – contribution to product safety, 23
awareness – persons – contribution to service conformity,
23
awareness – persons – documentation, 23
awareness – persons – ethical behavior importance, 23
awareness – persons – quality objective, 24
awareness – persons – quality policy, 24
banker – subset of interested party, 10
batch – product traceability, 24
batch, raw material – product traceability, 24
benchmarking – best practices – continual improvement, 24
benchmarking – design and development input, 24
benchmarking – knowledge acquisition, 24
beneficiary – subset of customer, 10
best practices, 24
boundary – definition, 18
breakthrough change, 24
buildings – subset of infrastructure, 24
burnout prevention – working environment, 24
business – definition, 24
business environment – synonym of context of the
organization, 10
calibration program. See measurement traceability
can – definition, 18
cannot – definition, 18
capability – definition, 10
capability studies, 24
capacity studies, 24
change control – definition, 10
changes – customer notification, 24
changes – integrity of QMS, 24
changes – planned, 24
changes – potential consequences, 24
changes – purpose of change, 24
changes – reallocation of authority, 24
changes – reallocation of responsibility, 24
changes – resource availability, 24
changes, control of – documentation – actions arising from
change, 24
changes, control of – documentation – person authorizing
changes, 24
changes, control of – documentation – review of the
changes, 24
changes, control of – equipment, 24
changes, control of – persons to authorize, identification of,
24
changes, control of – processes, 24
changes, control of – production, 24
changes, control of – software, 24
changes, control of – tools, 24
characteristic – behavioral, 10
characteristic – definition, 10
characteristic – ergonomic, 10
characteristic – functional, 10
characteristic – inherent or assigned, 10
characteristic – physical, 10
characteristic – qualitative or quantitative, 10
characteristic – sensory, 10
characteristic – temporal, 10
characteristic, essential – definition, 18
charity – subset of organization, 10
check – definition, 24
check – measure processes, 24
check – measure results vs objectives, 24
check – measure results vs planned activities, 24
check – measure results vs policies, 24
check – measure results vs requirements, 24
check – monitor processes, 24
check – report results, 24
chemical products – subset of infrastructure, 24
client – subset of customer, 10
commitment – definition, 18
communication – definition, 18
communication – external, 24
communication – external providers, 24
communication – feedback, external, 24
communication – feedback, internal, 24
communication – how, 24
communication – internal, 24
communication – setting up channels of, 24
communication – suppliers, 25
communication – what, 25
communication – when, 25
communication – who, 25
communication – with whom, 25
communication to external providers. See external
providers, information for
can – subset of organization, 10
competence – acquisition of, 25
competence – contracting, 25
competence – definition, 10
competence – determination of required, 25
competence – documentation of, 25
competence – education, 25
competence – evaluation of, 25
competence – experience, 25
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controlled conditions – compressed air, 26
controlled conditions – critical items, 26
controlled conditions – delivery, 26
controlled conditions – delivery, post-, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – acceptance criteria, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – acceptance data, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – characteristics of activities to be performed, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – characteristics of products to be produced, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – inspection completed, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – manufacturing plans, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – materials, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – measurement equipment, specific, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – monitoring equipment, specific, 26
controlled conditions – documentation – output control, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – parts list, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – process cards, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – process flow charts, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – process specification, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – production documents, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – rejection criteria, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – results to be achieved, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – retention, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – routers, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – sequence verification, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – standards, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – travelers, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – verification completed, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – verification documents, 27
controlled conditions – documentation – work orders, 27
controlled conditions – electricity, 27
controlled conditions – equipment, 27
controlled conditions – equipment periodic preservation, 27
controlled conditions – equipment storage, 27
controlled conditions – foreign object detection, 27
controlled conditions – foreign object prevention, 27
controlled conditions – foreign object removal, 27
controlled conditions – human error prevention, 27
controlled conditions – illustrations, 27
controlled conditions – infrastructure, 27
controlled conditions – infrastructure – fixtures, 27
controlled conditions – infrastructure – jigs, 27
controlled conditions – infrastructure – molds, 27
controlled conditions – infrastructure – software programs, 27
controlled conditions – in-process inspection, 27
controlled conditions – in-process verification, 27
controlled conditions – key characteristics, 27
controlled conditions – methods to measure variable data – inspection equipment, 27
controlled conditions – methods to measure variable data – on-machine probing, 27
controlled conditions – methods to measure variable data – tooling, 27
controlled conditions – monitoring and measuring devices, availability of, 27
controlled conditions – monitoring and measuring devices, use of, 27
controlled conditions – product released for subsequent production, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification – capability studies, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification – capacity studies, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification – control plans, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification – documentation, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification – first article inspection, 27
controlled conditions – production process verification – risk assessment, 27
controlled conditions – qualified persons, 27
controlled conditions – recall, 27
controlled conditions – release, 27
controlled conditions – replacement, 27
controlled conditions – samples, representative, 27
controlled conditions – sampling plan – process capability, 27
controlled conditions – sampling plan – product criticality, 27
controlled conditions – sampling plan – statistical analysis, 28
controlled conditions – software, 28
controlled conditions – special process, 28
controlled conditions – special process revalidation, 28
controlled conditions – special process validation, 28
controlled conditions – supplies, 28
controlled conditions – tooling periodic preservation, 28
controlled conditions – tooling storage, 28
controlled conditions – tools, 28
controlled conditions – utilities, 28
controlled conditions – water, 28
controlled conditions – working environment, 28
controlled conditions – workmanship, 28
controlled conditions – workmanship – illustrations, 28
controlled conditions – workmanship – sample, representative, 28
copy, unauthorized. See counterfeit part
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corporation – *subset of* organization, 11
correction, 28
correction – definition, 11
corrective action – definition, 11
corrective action – management review, 28
could – definition, 28
counterfeit component. See counterfeit part
counterfeit material. See counterfeit part
counterfeit part – date code, false, 28
counterfeit part – definition, 28
counterfeit part – documentation, false, 28
counterfeit part – grade, false, 28
counterfeit part – knowingly misrepresented component, 28
counterfeit part – knowingly misrepresented material, 28
counterfeit part – knowingly misrepresented part, 28
counterfeit part – labeling, false, 28
counterfeit part – marking, false, 28
counterfeit part – monitoring reports of, 28
counterfeit part – parts obsolescence monitoring, 28
counterfeit part – parts traceability, 28
counterfeit part – performance characteristic, false, 28
counterfeit part – quarantine of counterfeit parts, 28
counterfeit part – quarantine of suspect parts, 28
counterfeit part – reentry prevention, 28
counterfeit part – serial number, false, 28
counterfeit part – sourcing control – approved sources, 28
counterfeit part – sourcing control – authorized distributor, 28
counterfeit part – sourcing control – original manufacturer, 28
counterfeit part – test methodologies to detect, 28
counterfeit part – training in awareness of, 28
counterfeit part – training in prevention of, 28
counterfeit part – verification, 28
counterfeit part – verification methodologies to detect, 28
critical item – fit, 28
critical item – form, 29
critical item – function, 29
critical item – key characteristic, 29
critical item – mission critical item, 29
critical item – performance, 29
critical item – producibility, 29
critical item – relation to key characteristics, 29
critical item – relation to special requirements, 29
critical item – safety, 29
critical item – safety critical items, 29
critical item – service life, 29
criticality analysis, 29
cultural environment – context, 29
culture, organizational – context, 29
customer – beneficiary, 11
customer – client, 11
customer – consumer, 11
customer – definition, 11
customer – end-user, 11
customer – external to the organization, 11
customer – internal to the organization, 11
customer – notification of changes, 29
customer – purchaser, 11
customer – receiver of product, 11
customer – receiver of service, 11
customer – retailer, 11
customer – *subset of* interested parties, 29
customer communications – changes, 29
customer communications – contingency actions, establishing requirements for, 29
customer communications – contracts, 29
customer communications – controlling properly, 29
customer communications – customer complaints, 29
customer communications – enquiries, 29
customer communications – feedback on products and services, 29
customer communications – handling properly, 29
customer communications – information on products and services, providing, 29
customer communications – orders, 29
customer focus, 29
customer focus – conformity of products and services, 29
customer focus – customer requirements, meet, 29
customer focus – customer satisfaction, 29
customer focus – legal requirements, meet, 29
customer focus – on-time delivery, 29
customer notification – design and development changes, 29
customer queries, 29
customer requirements – determination of, 29
customer satisfaction – complaints, 29
customer satisfaction – compliments, 29
customer satisfaction – corrective action requests, 29
customer satisfaction – customer satisfaction improvement plan, 29
customer satisfaction – customer’s perception of fulfillment of needs and expectations, 29
customer satisfaction – dealer reports, 29
customer satisfaction – definition, 11
customer satisfaction – management review, 29
customer satisfaction – market share analysis, 29
customer satisfaction – meetings with customers, 29
customer satisfaction – monitoring, 29
customer satisfaction – on-time delivery performance, 29
customer satisfaction – products and services conformity, 29
customer satisfaction – surveys, 29
customer satisfaction – warranty claims, 29
customer satisfaction code of conduct – definition, 11
customer service – definition, 11
customer support, 29
customer training, 29
customer, needs of – context, 30
customers – knowledge source, 30
damage control. See preservation of outputs
date – definition, 11
date code, false. See counterfeit part
defect – definition, 11
define – definition, 18
definition – ability, 18
definition – accordance with, in, 18
definition – act, 30
definition – activity, 11, 18
definition – adequacy, 18
definition – adjustment, 18
definition – analysis, 18
definition – applicable, 18
definition – applicable (requirement), 18
definition – appropriate, 18
definition – association, 11
definition – audit, 11
definition – audit client, 11
definition – audit criteria, 11
definition – audit evidence, 11
definition – audit findings, 11
definition – audit guide, 11
definition – audit plan, 11
definition – audit program, 11
definition – audit scope, 11
definition – audit team, 11
definition – audit, combined, 11
definition – audit, internal, 11
definition – auditor, 11
definition – authority, 19
definition – available, 19
definition – aware, to be, 19
definition – aware, to make, 19
definition – awareness, 19
definition – boundary, 19
definition – business, 30
definition – can, 19, 30
definition – cannot, 19
definition – capability, 11
definition – change control, 11
definition – characteristic, 11
definition – characteristic, essential, 19
definition – check, 30
definition – commitment, 19
definition – communication, 19
definition – competence, 11
definition – competence acquisition, 11
definition – complaint, 11
definition – concession, 11
definition – configuration, 12
definition – configuration authority, 11
definition – configuration baseline, 11
definition – configuration information, product, 12
definition – configuration management, 12
definition – configuration object, 12
definition – configuration status accounting, 12
definition – confirm, 19
definition – conform to, 19
definition – conform with, 19
definition – conformity, 12
definition – consistent with, 19
definition – consistently, 19
definition – consultant, QMS, 12
definition – context of the organization, 12
definition – continual improvement, 12
definition – contract, 12
definition – control, 19
definition – correction, 12
definition – corrective action, 12
definition – counterfeit part, 30
definition – customer, 12
definition – customer satisfaction, 12
definition – customer satisfaction code of conduct, 12
definition – customer service, 12
definition – data, 12
definition – defect, 12
definition – define, 19
definition – demonstrate, 19
definition – dependability, 12
definition – design and development, 12
definition – determination, 12
definition – determine, 19
definition – deviation permit, 12
definition – disposal, 19
definition – dispute, 12
definition – dispute resolution process provider, 12
definition – disputee resolver, 12
definition – distribution, 19
definition – do, 30
definition – document, 12
definition – documentation, 12, 19
definition – documented information, 12
definition – effectiveness, 12
definition – efficiency, 12
definition – engagement, 12
definition – enhance, 19
definition – enhancement, 19
definition – ensure, 19
definition – essential, 19
definition – essential characteristic, 19
definition – establish, 19
definition – evaluate, 19
definition – evidence, objective, 12
definition – expectation, 19
definition – experience, 19
definition – facilitate, 19
definition – feedback, 12
definition – first article inspection, 30
definition – focus, 19
definition – framework, 19
definition – function, 19
definition – functional, 19
definition – generally implied, 12
definition – goods, 12
definition – grade, 12
definition – hardware, 19
definition – human factor, 12
definition – identification, 19
definition – identify, 19
definition – impartiality, 19
definition – implement, 19
definition – implementation, 19
definition – improvement, 12
definition – information, 12
definition – information system, 12
definition – infrastructure, 12
definition – inherent, 12
definition – innovation, 12
definition – inspection, 12
definition – integrity, 19
definition – interested party, 12
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definition – involvement, 12
definition – justification, 19
definition – key characteristic, 30
definition – knowledge, 19
definition – maintain, 19
definition – maintenance, 19
definition – management, 12
definition – management system, 12
definition – may, 19, 30
definition – measurable, 19
definition – measure, 19
definition – measurement, 12
definition – measurement management system, 12
definition – measurement process, 12
definition – measuring equipment, 12
definition – metrological characteristic, 12
definition – metrological confirmation, 13
definition – metrological function, 13
definition – mission, 13
definition – monitor, 19
definition – monitoring, 13
definition – necessary, 19
definition – need, 20
definition – nonconforming output, 30
definition – non-conformity, 13
definition – object, 13
definition – observer, 13
definition – opportunity, 20
definition – organization, 13
definition – origin, 20
definition – output, 13, 30
definition – outsourcer, 13
definition – perception, 20
definition – performance, 13
definition – periodic, 20
definition – person, 20
definition – plan, 20, 30
definition – policy, 13
definition – preservation, 20
definition – preventive action, 13
definition – procedure, 13
definition – process, 13
definition – product, 13
definition – product safety, 30
definition – program management, 30
definition – progress evaluation, 13
definition – project, 13
definition – project management, 13, 30
definition – project management plan, 13
definition – project planning, 30
definition – property, 20
definition – provide, 20
definition – provider, 13
definition – provider, external, 13
definition – QMS, 13
definition – QMS consultant, 13
definition – QMS realization, 13
definition – qualification, 13
definition – quality, 13
definition – quality assurance, 13
definition – quality characteristic, 13
definition – quality control, 13
definition – quality improvement, 13
definition – quality management, 13
definition – quality manual, 13, 30
definition – quality objective, 13
definition – quality plan, 13, 30
definition – quality planning, 13
definition – quality policy, 13
definition – quality requirement, 13
definition – record, 13
definition – regrade, 13
definition – regulatory requirement, 13
definition – release, 13
definition – relevant, 20
definition – repair, 13
definition – requirement, 13
definition – requirement, quality, 13
definition – requirement, regulatory, 13
definition – requirement, specified, 13
definition – responsibility, 20
definition – responsible, 20
definition – result, 20
definition – retain, 20
definition – review, 13
definition – review, design and development, 30
definition – rework, 13
definition – risk, 13, 30
definition – safeguard, 20
definition – scope, 20
definition – scrap, 13
definition – sequence, 20
definition – service, 13
definition – shall, 20, 30
definition – shall not, 20
definition – should, 20, 30
definition – software, 20
definition – special process, 13, 30
definition – special requirements, 30
definition – specific, 20
definition – specific case, 14
definition – specification, 14
definition – specify, 20
definition – strategy, 14
definition – success, 14
definition – success, sustained, 14
definition – suitable, 20
definition – supply, 20
definition – system, 14
definition – systematic, 20
definition – technical expert, 14
definition – test, 14
definition – top management, 14
definition – traceability, 14
definition – unambiguous, 20
definition – validate, 14
definition – validation, 14
definition – validation, design and development, 30
definition – validity, 20
definition – verification, 14
definition – verification, design and development, 30
definition – verified, 14
definition – verify, 20
definition – vision, 14
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definition – work environment, 14
delivery – product traceability, 30
Deming, W. Edwards, 21
demonstrate – definition, 20
dependability – definition, 14
design. See also design and development
design and development. See design and development
design and development – definition, 14
design and development changes – control, 30
design and development changes – controlled according to configuration management process, 30
design and development changes – customer notification, 30
design and development changes – documentation – actions taken to prevent adverse impacts, 30
design and development changes – documentation – authorization of changes, 30
design and development changes – documentation – design and development changes, 30
design and development changes – documentation – results of reviews, 30
design and development changes – identify, 30
design and development changes – no adverse impacts, 30
design and development changes – no impact on conformity to requirements, 30
design and development changes – review, 30
design and development completion – demonstration design meets specification for all operational conditions, 30
design and development controls – test, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – actions taken on problems identified during reviews, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – actions taken on problems identified during validation, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – actions taken on problems identified during verification, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – documentation, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – progression to next step is authorized, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – results to be achieved are defined, 30
design and development controls – to ensure – reviews are conducted to evaluate the results of design and development to meet requirements, 31
design and development controls – to ensure – validation conducted to ensure products and services meet requirements for intended use, 31
design and development controls – to ensure – validation conducted to ensure products and services meet requirements for intended use, 31
design and development inputs – adequate for design and development purposes, 31
design and development inputs – benchmarking, 31
design and development inputs – codes of practices, 31
design and development inputs – complete, 31
design and development inputs – conflicting design and development inputs resolved, 31
design and development inputs – consequences of failure, 31
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – components, 31
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – equipment, 31
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – materials, 31
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – processes, 31
design and development inputs – consequences of obsolescence – products, 31
design and development inputs – documentation, 31
design and development inputs – external provider feedback, 31
design and development inputs – functional requirements, 31
design and development inputs – information derived from similar design and development activities, 31
design and development inputs – in-service data, 31
design and development inputs – internally generated data, 31
design and development inputs – performance requirements, 31
design and development inputs – regulatory requirements, 31
design and development inputs – standards, 31
design and development inputs – statutory requirements, 31
design and development inputs – unambiguous, 31
design and development outputs – adequate for provision of products and services, 31
design and development outputs – approved by authorized person prior to release, 31
design and development outputs – documentation, 31
design and development outputs – include monitoring and measuring requirements, 31
design and development outputs – meet input requirements, 31
design and development outputs – specify characteristic of products and services for intended purpose, 31
design and development outputs – specify characteristic of products and services for proper provision, 31
design and development outputs – specify critical items, 31
design and development outputs – specify data required for product identification, 31
design and development outputs – specify key characteristics, 31
design and development outputs – specify specific actions, 31
design and development planning – activity – define design content, 31
design and development planning – activity – define inputs, 31
design and development planning – activity – define necessary resources, 31
design and development planning – activity – define outputs, 31
design and development planning – activity – define task, 31
design and development planning – considerations – ability to maintain S&P, 31
design and development planning – considerations – ability to provide S&P, 31
design and development planning – considerations – ability to test S&P, 31
design and development planning – considerations – ability to verify S&P, 31
design and development planning – considerations – authorities in design of design and development process, 31
design and development planning – considerations – complexity of design and development activities, 31
design and development planning – considerations – control of interfaces between persons involved in design and development process, 31
design and development planning – considerations – design and development reviews, 32
design and development planning – considerations – design and development validation, 32
design and development planning – considerations – design and development verification, 32
design and development planning – considerations – divide the design and development tasks into design and development, 32
design and development planning – considerations – documentation demonstrating design and development requirements are met, 32
design and development planning – considerations – duration of design and development activities, 32
design and development planning – considerations – external resource needs for design and development process, 32
design and development planning – considerations – internal resource needs for design and development of products, 32
design and development planning – considerations – involvement of customers in design and development process, 32
design and development planning – considerations – involvement of users in design and development process, 32
design and development planning – considerations – level of control by customers, 32
design and development planning – considerations – level of control by interested parties, 32
design and development planning – considerations – nature of design and development activities, 32
design and development planning – considerations – required process stages, 32
design and development planning – considerations – requirements of subsequent provision of products and services, 32
design and development planning – considerations – responsibilities in design of design and development process, 32
design and development process – establish, 32
design and development process – implement, 32
design and development process – maintain, 32
determination – definition, 14
determine – definition, 20
development. See also design and development
development permit – definition, 14
discrimination, non- – working environment, 32
disposal, 32
disposition – definition, 20
dispute – definition, 14
dispute resolution process provider – definition, 14
disputer resolver – definition, 14
distribution – definition, 20
distributor – subset of interested parties, 32
distributor – subset of provider, 14
do – definition, 32
document – definition, 14
documentation, 36
documentation – acceptance criteria, 32
documentation – acceptance data, 32
documentation – acceptance documentation, products and services, 32
documentation – action taken for nonconforming output, 32
documentation – actions arising from change, 32
documentation – actions arising from evaluation of external providers, 32
documentation – approval, 32
documentation – approval methods, 32
documentation – AS9100, required by, 32
documentation – audit program, 32
documentation – audit results, 32
documentation – authority deciding action in respect to nonconforming, 32
documentation – authorization., 32
documentation – awareness, 32
documentation – characteristics of services to be provided, 32
documentation – characteristics of activities to be performed, 32
documentation – characteristics of products to be produced, 33
documentation – concession obtained for nonconforming output, 33
documentation – conformity of products and services, 33
documentation – conformity to acceptance criteria, 33
documentation – control, 33
documentation – control – access, 33
documentation – control – alteration, unintended, 33
documentation – control – authority to change, 33
documentation – control – authority to view, 33
documentation – control – availability, 33
documentation – control – changes, unauthorized, 33
documentation – control – conformity, 33
documentation – control – corruption, 33
documentation – control – disposition, 33
documentation – control – distribution, 33
documentation – control – identification, 33
documentation – control – legibility, preservation, 33
documentation – control – loss prevention, 33
documentation – control – obsolete, non-use of, 33
documentation – control – physical damage, 33
documentation – control – preservation, 33
documentation – control – protection – confidentiality, 33
documentation – control – protection – improper use, 33
documentation – control – protection – integrity, 33
documentation – control – retention, 33
documentation – control – retrieval, 33
documentation – control – storage, 33
documentation – control – suitability, 33
documentation – control – use, 33
documentation – control – version control, 33
documentation – control plans, 33
documentation – corrective actions, 33
documentation – definition, 14, 20
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documentation – demonstrating design and development requirements are met, 33
documentation – description of nonconforming output, 33
documentation – design and development controls, 33
documentation – design and development inputs, 33
documentation – design and development outputs, 33
documentation – design, products and services, 33
documentation – digital product definition data, 33
documentation – disposition requirements, 33
documentation – drawings, 33
documentation – evaluation of external provider, 33
documentation – external provider – approval scope – process family, 33
documentation – external provider – approval scope – product type, 33
documentation – external provider – approval status – approved, 33
documentation – external provider – approval status – conditional approval, 33
documentation – external provider – approval status – disapproved, 33
documentation – format – electronic, 33
documentation – format – graphics, 33
documentation – format – language, 33
documentation – format – media, 33
documentation – format – paper, 33
documentation – format – software version, 33
documentation – identification – date, 34
documentation – identification – reference no., 34
documentation – identification – title, 34
documentation – illustrations, 34
documentation – inspection completed, 34
documentation – maintain – assignment of authorities of processes needed for QMS, 34
documentation – maintain – nonconformity and corrective action management process, 34
documentation – maintain – nonconformity control process, 34
documentation – maintain – quality objectives, 34
documentation – maintain – quality policy, 34
documentation – maintenance, 34
documentation – management review – QMS review results, 34
documentation – manufacturing plans, 34
documentation – materials, 34
documentation – monitoring equipment, specific, 34
documentation – monitoring of performance of external providers, 34
documentation – nonconforming output, actions to contain, 34
documentation – nonconforming output, authority to dispose of, 34
documentation – nonconforming output, corrective actions for, 34
documentation – nonconforming output, reporting, 34
documentation – nonconforming output, responsibility to dispose of, 34
documentation – nonconformities, nature of, 34
documentation – nonconformity – corrective action management process, 34
documentation – output control, 34
documentation – overhaul, 34
documentation – parts list, 34
documentation – performance evaluation results, 34
documentation – person authorizing changes, 34
documentation – present at delivery, 34
documentation – process cards, 34
documentation – process flow charts, 34
documentation – process specification, 35
documentation – processes carried out as planned, 35
documentation – product data, 35
documentation – product requirements – new, 35
documentation – product requirements – review, 35
documentation – production documents, 35
documentation – production process verification, 35
documentation – provision of, 35
documentation – QMS effectiveness, necessary for, 35
documentation – QMS performance and effectiveness evaluation results, 35
documentation – quality policy, 35
documentation – reevaluation of external providers, 35
documentation – register of delegations to external providers, 35
documentation – register of external providers, 35
documentation – register of monitoring and measuring equipment, 35
documentation – rejection criteria, 35
documentation – repair, 35
documentation – requirements, products and services, 35
documentation – results to be achieved, 35
documentation – retain – calibration, 35
documentation – retain – competence, 35
documentation – retain – customer property problem and action, 35
documentation – retain – design and development controls, 35
documentation – retain – design and development inputs, 35
documentation – retain – evaluation and control of external providers, 35
documentation – retain – identification and traceability, 35
documentation – retain – internal audits, results of, 35
documentation – retain – management review, results of, 35
documentation – retain – measurement traceability, 35
documentation – retain – monitoring and measuring, 35
documentation – retain – monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation, results of, 35
documentation – retain – nonconformity description and action, 35
documentation – retain – release of products and services information, 35
documentation – retain – results of production process verification, 35
documentation – retain – results of the review of changes, 35
documentation – retain – review of requirements, 35
documentation – retain – corrective actions, results of, 35
documentation – retention, 35
documentation – retention of, 35
documentation – retention periods, 35
documentation – retrievability, 35
documentation – review, 35
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documentation – review of the changes, 35
documentation – right of access, 35
documentation – routers, 35
documentation – selection of external providers, 35
documentation – sequence verification, 36
documentation – sequential record of production, 36
documentation – special process, 36
documentation – standards, 36
documentation – technical, 36
documentation – traceability, 36
documentation – traceability to person authorizing release, 36
documentation – travelers, 36
documentation – updating of, 36
documentation – validation, products and services, 36
documentation – verification completed, 36
documentation – verification documents, 36
documentation – verification, products and services, 36
documentation – work orders, 36
documentation – α competence of persons, 36
documentation – α complexity of process interactions, 36
documentation – α organization activities, 36
documentation – α organization processes, 36
documentation – α organization products, 36
documentation – α organization services, 36
documentation – α organization size, 36
documentation ≥ documented information, 36
documentation ≥ quality manual, 36
documentation ≥ quality plan, 36
documentation ≥ records, 36
documentation, false. See counterfeit part
documented information – definition, 14
dynamic environment, 36
economic environment – subset of context, 36
ecosystem of the organization – synonym of context of the organization, 14
education – competence, 36
effectiveness – analysis, 36
effectiveness – definition, 14
effectiveness performance evaluation, 36
efficiency – definition, 14
electricity – subset of infrastructure, 36
electronic signature – acceptance authority media, 36
emotionally protective environment – working environment, 36
end-user – subset of customer, 14
engagement – definition, 14
engagement of people, 36
enhance – definition, 20
enhancement – definition, 20
ensure – definition, 20
enterprise – subset of organization, 14
entity, 14
environment for the operation of processes. See working environment
essential – definition, 20
essential characteristic – definition, 20
establish – definition, 20
establishment of, 36
ethical behavior – awareness, 36
evaluate – definition, 20
evidence, objective – definition, 14
evidence-based decision making, 36
expectation – definition, 20
experience, 36
experience – competence, 36
experience – definition, 20
experience – knowledge source, 36
external parties liaison, 36
external provider – subset of interested parties, 36
external provider performance – management review, 36
external providers, 40
external providers – knowledge source, 36
external providers, control of – conditions – incorporation
into organization’s own products and services, 37
external providers, control of – conditions – process provided by external provider as a result of decision by the organization, 37
external providers, control of – conditions – products and services provided directly to customer by external provider on behalf of organization, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – actions arising from evaluation of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – approval scope – process family, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – approval scope – product type, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – approval status – approved, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – approval status – conditional approval, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – approval status – disapproved, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – evaluation of external provider, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – monitoring of performance of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – reevaluation of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – documentation – selection of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – accredited management system, 37
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – certification body, 37
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – customer approval, 37
external providers, control of – evaluation of external providers – government authority approval, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define actions when external supplier does not meet requirements, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define authority for approval status of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define authority for change in status of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define conditions for use external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define process for approval status of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define process for change in status of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define requirements for documented information created by external provider, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define requirements for documented information retained by external provider, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define responsibilities for approval status of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – define responsibilities for change in status of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – review on-time performance of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – review performance of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization – review products and services conformity of external providers, 37
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – conformity of processes, products and services to requirements, 37
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider effectiveness of controls, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider impact of external products and services on ability to meet customer requirements, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider impact of external products and services to meet legal requirements, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – consider results of periodic performance review of external provider, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – control of direct external providers, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – control of sub-tier external providers, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – define controls it intends to apply to external provider, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – define controls it intends to apply to outputs, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – determine verification necessary to ensure products and services meet requirements, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – ensure externally provided processes are within control of its QMS, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – external provider must not prevent organization from consistently deliver conforming products and services, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – external provider’s delegated verification activities, monitoring of, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of external provision, 38
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of external provision of Processes, products and services, 37
external providers, control of – organization responsibilities – risk identification of external special processes, 38
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external providers, information for – acceptance, use of statistical techniques for product, 39
external providers, information for – approved external providers, 39
external providers, information for – approved process sources, 39
external providers, information for – approved special processes, 39
external providers, information for – changes in external providers, 39
external providers, information for – changes in manufacturing location, 39
external providers, information for – changes in processes, products and services, 39
external providers, information for – changes, approval for, 39
external providers, information for – competence, 39
external providers, information for – control and monitoring to be applied by organization, 39
external providers, information for – customer designated external providers, 39
external providers, information for – documentation – disposition requirements, 39
external providers, information for – documentation – retention periods, 39
external providers, information for – inspection, 39
external providers, information for – interaction with organization, 39
external providers, information for – key characteristics, 39
external providers, information for – nonconforming processes, products and services, approval for disposal of, 39
external providers, information for – nonconforming processes, products and services, notification of organization for, 39
external providers, information for – personnel’s awareness of contribution to products and services conformity, 39
external providers, information for – personnel’s awareness of contribution to ethical behavior, 39
external providers, information for – personnel’s awareness of contribution to product safety, 39
external providers, information for – QMS implementation, 39
external providers, information for – qualification of persons, 39
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – drawings, 39
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – process requirements, 39
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – specifications, 39
external providers, information for – relevant technical data – work instructions, 39
external providers, information for – requirements flown down to external providers, 39
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of equipment, 39
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of methods, 39
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of processes, 39
external providers, information for – requirements for approval of products and services, 39
external providers, information for – requirements for design and development control, 39
external providers, information for – requirements for products and services., 39
external providers, information for – requirements for release of products and services, 39
external providers, information for – right of access – customer, 39
external providers, information for – right of access – documentation, 39
external providers, information for – right of access – organization, 39
external providers, information for – right of access – regulator, 39
external providers, information for – right of access – supply chain, 39
external providers, information for – special requirement, 39
external providers, information for – test, 40
external providers, information for – test specimens – auditing, 39
external providers, information for – test specimens – design approval, 39
external providers, information for – test specimens – inspection, 39
external providers, information for – test specimens – investigation, 39
external providers, information for – test specimens – verification, 39
external providers, information for – validation activities by customer, 40
external providers, information for – validation activities by organization, 40
external providers, information for – verification, 40
external providers, information for – verification, production process, 40
external suppliers – partner, 36
external suppliers – supplier, 36
external suppliers – vendor, 36
facilitate – definition, 20
feedback – definition, 14
firm – subset of organization, 14
first article inspection – definition, 40
first article inspection – engineering change, upon, 40
first article inspection – production process change, upon, 40
first article inspection – tooling change, upon, 40
fit – critical item, 40
fit – key characteristic, 40
fixtures – product specific tools, 40
focus – definition, 20
foreign object – detection – control of production, 40
foreign object – detection – product requirement determination, 40
foreign object – detection – subset of preservation of outputs, 40
foreign object – prevention – control of production, 40
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foreign object – prevention – product requirement determination, 40
foreign object – prevention – subset of preservation of outputs, 40
foreign object – removal – control of production, 40
foreign object – removal – product requirement determination, 40
foreign object – removal – subset of preservation of outputs, 40
foreign object – removal – product requirement determination, 40
form – critical item, 40
form – key characteristic, 40
framework – definition, 20
function – critical item, 40
function – definition, 20
function – key characteristic, 40
functional – definition, 20
generally implied – definition, 14
goods – definition, 14
grade – definition, 14
grade, false. See counterfeit part
handling – subset of preservation of outputs, 40
hardware – definition, 20
hardware – subset of infrastructure, 40
hazardous materials. See preservation of outputs
heat – working environment, 40
hiring – competence, 40
human error, 40
human factor – definition, 14
human factors – working environment, 40
humidity – working environment, 40
hygiene – working environment, 40
identification. See preservation of outputs
identification – configuration of product, 40
identification – configuration, actual v required, 40
identification – definition, 20
identification – media control – electronic signatures, 40
identification – media control – passwords, 40
identification – media control – stamps, 40
identification – output status, 40
identification – product life, 40
identification – subset of preservation of outputs, 40
identification – unique, 40
identification, unique – product traceability, 40
identify – definition, 20
imitation part. See counterfeit part
impartiality – definition, 20
implement – definition, 21
implementation – definition, 21
implementation of, 40
improved performance – awareness, 40
improvement, 41
improvement – analysis, 40
improvement – breakthrough change, 40
improvement – continual improvement, 40
improvement – correction, 41
improvement – corrective action, 41
improvement – customer requirements, meet, 41
improvement – customer satisfaction, enhance, 41
improvement – definition, 14
improvement – future expectations, 41
improvement – future need, 41
improvement – innovation, 41
improvement – opportunities, 41
improvement – products and services, 41
improvement – reorganization, 41
improvement – undesired effects, correct, 41
improvement – undesired effects, correct, s 10.1b, 41
improvement – undesired effects, prevent, 41
improvement – undesired effects, reduce, 41
improvement opportunities – management review, 41
improvement, continual – best practices benchmarking, 41
improvement, continual – lessons learned, 41
improvement, continual – monitoring of, 41
improvement, continual – problem resolution, 41
information – definition, 14
information – no documentation requirement, 41
information ≠ documented information, 41
information system – definition, 14
information, documented – documentation requirement, 41
infrastructure – definition, 14
infrastructure – equipment, 41
infrastructure – transportation resources, 41
inherent – definition, 14
innovation, 41
innovation – definition, 14
inspection – definition, 14
institution – subset of organization, 14
integrity – definition, 21
intellectual property, 41
intellectual property – knowledge source, 41
intended use, 14
interested parties, 41
interested parties – concept, fundamental, 14
interested parties – control of design and development, 41
interested parties – customer, 41
interested parties – distributor, 41
interested parties – internal organization, 41
interested parties – regulatory authority, 41
interested parties – reporting of nonconformities to, 41
interested parties – external provider, 41
interested parties feedback – management review, 41
interested parties requirements – determination of, 41
interested parties, list of – determination of, 41
interested parties, needs of – context, 41
interested party – banker, 14
interested party – competitor, 14
interested party – definition, 15
interested party – opposing pressure group, 15
interested party – owner, 15
interested party – partner, 15
interested party – people in an organization, 15
interested party – provider, 15
interested party – regulator, 15
interested party – society, 15
interested party – union, 15
internal organization, 41
internal organization – subset of interested parties, 41
involvement – definition, 15
item, 15
jigs – suitable infrastructure, 41
justification – definition, 21
key characteristic – critical item, 41
key characteristic – definition, 41
key characteristic – fit, 41
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key characteristic – form, 41
key characteristic – function, 42
key characteristic – performance, 42
key characteristic – producibility, 42
key characteristic – relation to special requirements, 42
key characteristic – service life, 42
key characteristics – relation to critical items, 42
knowledge – definition, 21
knowledge – made available, 42
knowledge – maintained, 42
knowledge, capturing undocumented – knowledge source, 42
knowledge, organizational, 42
knowledge, organizational – context, 42
knowledge, organizational – subset of context, 42
knowledge, sharing undocumented – knowledge source, 42
labeling – subset of preservation of outputs, 42
labeling, false. See counterfeit part
leadership, 42
leadership – accountability, 42
leadership – business process integration, 42
leadership – customer focus, 42
leadership – importance of QMS, communication of, 42
leadership – improvement, promotion of, 42
leadership – process approach, promotion of, 42
leadership – quality objectives compatible with strategy, 42
leadership – quality policy compatible with strategy, 42
leadership – quality policy, communication of, 42
leadership – quality policy, establishment of, 42
leadership – resource availability, 42
leadership – result, achievement of intended, 42
leadership – risk based thinking, promotion of, 42
leadership – staffing, 42
leadership – support, 42
legal environment – subset of context, 42
legal requirements – determination of, 42
lesson learned, 42
lessons learned, 42
lessons learned – knowledge source, 42
lifecycle. See product lifecycle
light – working environment, 42
likelihood, 42
local environment – context, 42
lubrication – subset of preservation of outputs, 42
maintain – definition, 21
maintain ≥ retain, 42
maintenance, 42
maintenance – definition, 21
management – definition, 15
management representative, 42
management representative – external parties, liaison with, 42
management representative – oversight, 42
management representative – QMS liaison, 42
management representative – top management, unrestricted access to, 42
management review – action items, 42
management review – documentation – evidence of management review inputs, 42
management review – documentation – evidence of management review outputs, 42
management review – documentation – results of management review, 42
management review – frequency, 42
management review – input – actions from previous management review, 43
management review – input – actions to address risk and opportunities, 43
management review – input – audit results, 43
management review – input – changes in external issues, 43
management review – input – changes in internal issues, 43
management review – input – conformity of products and services, 43
management review – input – corrective actions, 43
management review – input – customer satisfaction, 43
management review – input – external provider performance, 43
management review – input – monitoring and measurement results, 43
management review – input – nonconformities, 43
management review – input – on-time delivery performance, 43
management review – input – opportunities for improvement, 43
management review – input – process performance, 43
management review – input – quality objectives, 43
management review – input – resources, adequacy of, 43
management review – output – changes needed to QMS, 43
management review – output – opportunities for improvement, 43
management review – output – resources needed, 43
management review – output – risks identified, 43
management review – QMS, 43
management review – strategic direction, 43
management system – definition, 15
manufacturer, authorized, 43
manufacturer, original, 43
marking – subset of preservation of outputs, 43
marking, false. See counterfeit part
material, imitation. See counterfeit part
material, modified. See counterfeit part
material, substitute. See counterfeit part
may – definition, 21, 43
measurable – definition, 21
measure – definition, 21
measurement – definition, 15
measurement management system – definition, 15
measurement monitoring, 43
measurement process – definition, 15
measurement traceability – automated test equipment, 43
measurement traceability – calibration, 43
measurement traceability – equipment identified, 43
measurement traceability – equipment registration – acceptance criteria, 43
measurement traceability – equipment safeguarded against adjustments, 43
measurement traceability – equipment safeguarded against damage, 43
measurement traceability – equipment safeguarded against deterioration, 43
measurement traceability – plotters for data verification, 43
measurement traceability – recall process, 43
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measurement traceability – register – acceptance criteria, 43
measurement traceability – register – calibration method, 43
measurement traceability – register – equipment location, 43
measurement traceability – register – equipment type, 43
measurement traceability – register – equipment unique identification, 43
measurement traceability – register – frequency, 43
measurement traceability – register – verification method, 43
measurement traceability – test hardware, 43
measurement traceability – test software, 43
measurement traceability – traceability to standards, 43
measurement traceability – unfit equipment, 43
measurement traceability – verification, 43
measuring equipment – definition, 15
mentoring – competence, 44
metrological characteristic – definition, 15
metrological confirmation – adjustment, 15
metrological confirmation – calibration, 15
metrological confirmation – definition, 15
metrological confirmation – error, maximum permissible, 15
metrological confirmation – range, 15
metrological confirmation – repair, 15
metrological confirmation – resolution, 15
metrological confirmation – verification, 15
metrological function – definition, 15
mission – definition, 15
mission critical item – critical item, 44
modified part. See counterfeit part molds, 44
monitor – definition, 21
monitoring – definition, 15
monitoring and measurement – management review, 44
national environment – context, 44
necessary – definition, 21
need – definition, 21
noise – working environment, 44
nonconforming output – acceptance under concession by authority, 44
nonconforming output – acceptance under concession by customer, 44
nonconforming output – containment, 44
nonconforming output – control of, 44
nonconforming output – correction, 44
nonconforming output – definition, 44
nonconforming output – disposition – approval by authorized representative, 44
nonconforming output – disposition – repair, 44
nonconforming output – disposition – scrap, 44
nonconforming output – disposition – use-as-is, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – action taken for nonconforming output, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – authority deciding action in respect to nonconforming output, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – concession obtained for nonconforming output, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – description of nonconforming output, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, actions to contain, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, authority to dispose of, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, corrective actions for, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, reporting, 44
nonconforming output – documentation – nonconforming output, responsibility to dispose of, 44
nonconforming output – identified by customer, 44
nonconforming output – informing customer, 44
nonconforming output – notification – customers, 44
nonconforming output – notification – distributors, 44
nonconforming output – notification – external provider, 44
nonconforming output – notification – interested parties, 44
nonconforming output – notification – internal organizations, 44
nonconforming output – notification – regulatory authorities, 44
nonconforming output – products and services generated by organization, 44
nonconforming output – products and services received from external provider, 44
nonconforming output – suspension of provision of products and services, 44
nonconforming output – waiver by authority, 44
nonconforming output – waiver by customer, 44
nonconformity – control, 44
nonconformity – correct, 44
nonconformity – deal with consequences, 44
non-conformity – definition, 15
nonconformity – documentations, 44
nonconformity – makes changes to QMS, 44
nonconformity – management review, 44
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – action needed, implement, 44
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – causes, determine, 44
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – corrective action flown down to external provider, 44
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – corrective action, review effectiveness of, 44
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – QMS, makes changes to, 44
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – review and analyze nonconformity, 45
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – risk and opportunities, update, 45
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – similar nonconformity, determine existence of, 45
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – similar nonconformity, determine potential occurrence of, 45
nonconformity – prevent recurrence – take specific actions when corrective actions are not achieved, 45
non-confrontational environment – working environment, 45
object – imagined, 15
object – material, 15
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object – non-material, 15
object – definition, 15
objective – aim, 15
objective – definition, 15
objective – goal, 15
objective – operational criterion, 15
objective – purpose, 15
objective – target, 15
observer – definition, 15
obsolescence, part, 45
obsolescence, product, 45
on-time delivery performance – management review, 45
operational planning and control, 45
operational planning and control – acceptance of products and services, establish criteria for, 45
operational planning and control – control of processes, implementation of, 45
operational planning and control – critical items, 45
operational planning and control – determining process and resources for use and maintenance of products and services, 45
operational planning and control – determining products and services to be obtained from external providers, 45
operational planning and control – documentation – conformity of products and services, 45
operational planning and control – documentation – processes carried out as planned, 45
operational planning and control – engaging representatives of affected organization functions for operational planning and control, 45
operational planning and control – establishing controls needed to prevent nonconforming products and services to the customer, 45
operational planning and control – integrated phased processes, 45
operational planning and control – key characteristics, 45
operational planning and control – outsources processes, 45
operational planning and control – planned changes, control of, 45
operational planning and control – process control, 45
operational planning and control – processes, establish criteria for, 45
operational planning and control – requirements for products and services, determination of, 45
operational planning and control – resources to achieve on-time delivery, determination of, 45
operational planning and control – resources to achieve product conformity, determination of, 45
operational planning and control – unintended changes, mitigation of adverse effects of, 45
operational planning and control – work transfer, permanent, 45
operational planning and control – work transfer, temporary, 45
operational risk management – mandatory process, 45
operational risk management – risk acceptance – after mitigation actions, 45
operational risk management – risk assessment criteria, definition of – consequences, 45
operational risk management – risk assessment criteria, definition of – likelihood, 45
operational risk management – risk assessment criteria, definition of – risk acceptance, 45
operational risk management – risk management, operational – assignment of responsibilities for, 45
operational risk management – risk mitigation exceeding risk acceptance criteria – identification, 45
operational risk management – risk mitigation exceeding risk acceptance criteria – implementation, 45
operational risk management – risk mitigation exceeding risk acceptance criteria – management, 45
operational risk management – risk, operational – assessment, 45
operational risk management – risk, operational – communication, 45
operational risk management – risk, operational – identification, 45
operational risks – ability to provide, 45
operational risks – capacity to provide, 45
operational risks – delivery time, short, 45
operational risks – new technology, 45
opportunities – customer needs, 45
opportunities – new customers, 46
opportunities – new markets, 46
opportunities – new partnerships, 46
opportunities – new practices, 46
opportunities – new products, 46
opportunities – new technology, 46
opportunities – organization needs, 46
opportunities – proportionality of actions taken, 46
opportunity – definition, 21
opposing pressure group – subset of interested party, 15
organization – association, 15
organization – authority, 15
organization – charity, 15
organization – company, 15
organization – corporation, 15
organization – definition, 15
organization – enterprise, 15
organization – firm, 15
organization – incorporated, 15
organization – incorporated, not, 15
organization – institution, 15
organization – partnership, 16
organization – sole trader, 16
organizational environment – synonym of context of the organization, 16
organizational knowledge, 46
organizational knowledge – additional required, 46
organizational knowledge – availability of, 46
organizational knowledge – external source – academia, 46
organizational knowledge – external source – conferences, 46
organizational knowledge – external source – customers, 46
organizational knowledge – external source – external providers, 46
organizational knowledge – external source – standards, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – experience, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – intellectual property, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – lessons learned, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – results of improvement in processes, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – results of improvement in products, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – results of improvement in services, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – undocumented experience, 46
organizational knowledge – internal source – undocumented knowledge, 46
organizational knowledge – learning from benchmarking, 46
organizational knowledge – learning from experience, 46
organizational knowledge – learning from mentoring, 46
organizational knowledge – maintenance of, 46
organizational knowledge – safeguarding against failure to capture information, 46
organizational knowledge – safeguarding against failure to share information, 46
organizational knowledge – safeguarding against staff turnover, 46
organizational knowledge – specific to organization – gained by experience, 46
organizational knowledge – update of, 46
origin – definition, 21
output – definition, 46
output – definition, 16
output traceability. See product traceability
outsource – definition, 46
outsourcing, 46
owner – subset of interested party, 16
part, counterfeit. See counterfeit part
part, genuine, 46
part, imitation. See counterfeit part
part, modified. See counterfeit part
part, substitute. See counterfeit part
partner – subset of interested party, 16
partnership – subset of organization, 16
parts, replacement, 46
passwords – acceptance authority media, 46
PDCA, 47
PDCA – 1 plan, 46
PDCA – 1 plan – context of the organization, 46
PDCA – 1 plan – leadership, 46
PDCA – 2 do, 46
PDCA – 2 do – operation, 46
PDCA – 2 do – support, 46
PDCA – 3 check, 47
PDCA – 3 check – performance evaluation, 47
PDCA – 4 act, 47
PDCA – 4 act – improvement, 47
PDCA – opportunities acted on, 47
PDCA – opportunities identified, 47
PDCA – processes managed, 47
PDCA – processes resourced, 47
PDCA cycle, 47
people in an organization – subset of interested party, 16
perception – definition, 21
performance – critical item, 47
performance – definition, 16
performance – key characteristic, 47
performance characteristic. See counterfeit part
performance evaluation – customer satisfaction, 47
performance evaluation – documentation – results, 47
performance evaluation – methods for monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation, 47
performance evaluation – QMS effectiveness, 47
performance evaluation – what needs to be monitored and analyzed, 47
performance evaluation – when monitoring and measuring is performed, 47
performance evaluation – when results are analyzed and evaluated, 47
performance, organizational – context, 47
periodic – definition, 21
person – definition, 21
personal data, 47
pest control – subset of infrastructure, 47
physical factors – working environment, 47
plan. See also PDCA
plan – context of the organization, 47
plan – definition, 21, 47
plan – leadership, 47
plan – objective, establish, 47
plan – opportunities, address, 47
plan – opportunities, identify, 47
plan – planning, 47
plan – processes, establish, 47
plan – risks, address, 47
plan – risks, identify, 47
Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. See PDCA
planning, 47
planning – action to address opportunities – effectiveness evaluation, 47
planning – action to address opportunities – integration in QSM, 47
planning – action to address risks – effectiveness evaluation, 47
planning – action to address risks – integration in QSM, 47
planning – address opportunities, 47
planning – address risks, 47
planning – changes, 47
planning – QMS to achieve desired results, 47
planning – QMS to achieve improvements, 47
planning – QMS to enhance desirable effects, 47
planning – QMS to prevent undesirable effects, 47
planning – QMS to reduce undesirable effects, 47
planning – quality objectives, 47
plotter for data verification, 47
policy – definition, 16
post-delivery considerations – consequences, undesired potential, 48
post-delivery considerations – contractual obligations, 48
post-delivery considerations – customer feedback, 48
post-delivery considerations – customer queries, 48
post-delivery considerations – customer support, 48
post-delivery considerations – customer training, 48
post-delivery considerations – disposal, final, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – control of, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – maintenance, 48
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post-delivery considerations – documentation – overhaul, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – product use, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – provision of, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – repair, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – technical, 48
post-delivery considerations – documentation – updating of, 48
post-delivery considerations – external work control, 48
post-delivery considerations – in-service data performance, 48
post-delivery considerations – in-service data reliability, 48
post-delivery considerations – in-service data, analysis of, 48
post-delivery considerations – legal requirement, 48
post-delivery considerations – lessons learned, 48
post-delivery considerations – lifetime of products and services, intended, 48
post-delivery considerations – maintenance, 48
post-delivery considerations – nature of products and services, 48
post-delivery considerations – obsolescence, 48
post-delivery considerations – off-site work control, 48
post-delivery considerations – parts, replacement, 48
post-delivery considerations – product support, 48
post-delivery considerations – recycling, 48
post-delivery considerations – regulatory requirements, 48
post-delivery considerations – resources, 48
post-delivery considerations – statutory requirements, 48
post-delivery considerations – use of products and services, 48
post-delivery considerations – warranties, 48
power – subset of infrastructure, 48
preservation, 49
preservation – definition, 21
preservation of outputs – cautions, 48
preservation of outputs – cleaning, 48
preservation of outputs – contamination control, 48
preservation of outputs – foreign object detection, 48
preservation of outputs – foreign object prevention, 48
preservation of outputs – foreign object removal, 48
preservation of outputs – handling, 48
preservation of outputs – hazardous material handling, 48
preservation of outputs – hazardous material storage, 48
preservation of outputs – identification, 48
preservation of outputs – labeling, 48
preservation of outputs – markings, 48
preservation of outputs – packaging, 48
preservation of outputs – protection, 48
preservation of outputs – rotation, stock, 49
preservation of outputs – safety warnings, 49
preservation of outputs – sensitive product, special handling for, 49
preservation of outputs – shelf life control, 49
preservation of outputs – storage, 49
preservation of outputs – transmission, 49
preservation of outputs – transportation, 49
preventive action – definition, 16
preventive maintenance, 49
problem resolution, 49
procedure – definition, 16
process – definition, 16
process approach, 49
process control, 49
process improvement results – knowledge source, 49
process performance – management review, 49
processes – outsourcing, 49
processes criteria – criticality analysis, 49
processes criteria – design of experiments, 49
processes criteria – design verification – maintainability, 49
processes criteria – design verification – product safety, 49
processes criteria – design verification – reliability, 49
processes criteria – effects, 49
processes criteria – failure mode, 49
processes criteria – key characteristic selection, 49
processes criteria – key characteristic verification, 49
processes criteria – process capability measurements, 49
processes criteria – process control, 49
processes criteria – statistical process control, 49
processes criteria – verification, 49
processes, integrated phased, 49
producer – subset of provider, 16
producing – critical item, 49
producing – key characteristic, 49
preventability – critical item, 49
preventability – key characteristic, 49
producer – definition, 16
producer – tangible, 16
producer acceptance criteria, 49
producer criticality, 29
producer data – configuration, 49
producer data – data preservation, 49
producer data – design features, 49
producer data – documentation, 49
producer data – drawing, 49
producer data – handling, 49
producer data – manufacturing, 49
producer data – material, 49
producer data – packaging, 49
producer data – part list, 49
producer data – process, 49
producer data – purpose – identification, 49
producer data – purpose – manufacture, 49
producer data – purpose – use, 49
producer data – purpose – verification, 49
producer data – repair schemes, 49
producer data – specification, 49
producer data – assembly, 49
producer identity – configuration management, 50
producer lifecycle – configuration management, 50
producer lifecycle – product safety, 50
producer requirements – availability, 50
producer requirements – criteria to meet specification claims, 50
producer requirements – determination of, 50
producer requirements – disposal, final end-of-life, 50
producer requirements – foreign object detection, 50
producer requirements – foreign object prevention, 50
producer requirements – foreign object removal, 50
producer requirements – handling, 50
product requirements – inspectability, 50
product requirements – maintainability, 50
product requirements – material suitability, 50
product requirements – obsolescence, 50
product requirements – operational risks – ability to provide, 50
product requirements – operational risks – capacity to provide, 50
product requirements – operational risks – new technology, 50
product requirements – packaging, 50
product requirements – part suitability, 50
product requirements – preservation, 50
product requirements – producibility, 50
product requirements – recycling, 50
product requirements – regulatory requirements, 50
product requirements – reliability, 50
product requirements – review – customer delivery requirements, 50
product requirements – review – customer non-document requirements, 50
product requirements – review – customer post-delivery requirements, 50
product requirements – review – customer requirements, 50
product requirements – review – customer/order/organization mutually acceptable requirements, 50
product requirements – review – documentation, 50
product requirements – review – functional coordination, 50
product requirements – review – internet sales, 50
product requirements – review – non-customer specified intended use requirements, 50
product requirements – review – order requirements, 50
product requirements – review – partially met requirements, resolution of, 50
product requirements – review – regulatory requirements, 50
product requirements – review – statutory requirements, 50
product requirements – review – unmet requirements, resolution of, 50
product requirements – safety, personal, 50
product requirements – safety, product, 50
product requirements – special requirements, 50
product requirements – statutory requirements, 50
product safety – critical item management, 50
product safety – definition, 50
product safety – event analysis, 50
product safety – event communication, 50
product safety – event reporting, 50
product safety – hazard assessment, 51
product safety – risk management, 51
product support, 51
product traceability – assembly, higher, 51
product traceability – batch, manufacturing, 51
product traceability – batch, raw material, 51
product traceability – component traceability to higher assembly, 51
product traceability – configuration management, 51
product traceability – destination – delivery, 51
product traceability – destination – scrap, 51
product traceability – documentation, 51
product traceability – sequential record of production, 51
product traceability – sequential record of production – assembly, 51
product traceability – sequential record of production – inspection, 51
product traceability – unique identification, 51
product traceability – unique identification throughout product life, 51
project management – definition, 16
property of external provider – care of by organization, 51
property of external provider – components, 51
property of external provider – equipment, 51
property of external provider – intellectual property, 51
property of external provider – materials, 51
property of external provider – personal data, 51
property of external provider – premises, 51
property of external provider – tools, 51
property of customer. See property of external provider (ident)
project planning – definition, 51
project planning – planned sequence, 51
project planning – resource constraints, 51
project planning – risk, acceptable, 51
project planning – schedule constraints, 51
project planning – project management, 51
project planning – program management, 51
property – definition, 21
property of customer. See property of external provider (ident)
purchased product = externally provided products and processes., 51
purchaser – subset of customer, 16
purchasing, 51
QMS – adequacy – management review, 51
QMS – adoption – performance improvement, 51
QMS – adoption – strategic decision., 51
QMS – adoption – sustainable development, 52
QMS – audit, internal, 52
QMS – aviation, 52
QMS – awareness, 52
QMS – awareness – persons – improved performance, 24
QMS – benefits – conformity requirements, demonstrate, 52
QMS – benefits – customer requirement, meet, 52
QMS – benefits – customer satisfaction, 52
QMS – benefits – opportunities, address, 52
QMS – benefits – regulatory requirement, meet, 52
QMS – benefits – risks, address, 52
QMS – benefits – statutory requirement, meet, 52
QMS – changes – management review, 52
QMS – concept, fundamental, 16
QMS – customer requirements, 52
QMS – defense, 52
QMS – definition, 16
QMS – effectiveness – management review, 52
QMS – external issues relevant to, 52
QMS – internal issues relevant to, 52
QMS – maintenance of, 52
QMS – performance – analysis, 52
QMS – performance of, 52
QMS – regulatory requirements, 52
QMS – scope, 52
QMS – space, 52
QMS – statutory requirements, 52
QMS – suitability – management review, 52
QMS – why – to assure conformity to customer requirements, 52
QMS – why – to assure conformity to legal requirements, 52
QMS – why – to demonstrate ability to consistently provide products and service, 52
QMS – why – to enhance customer satisfaction, 52
QMS consultant – definition, 16
QMS realization – definition, 16
qualification – definition, 16
quality – concept, fundamental, 16
quality – culture, 16
quality – customer satisfaction, 16
quality – definition, 16
quality – impact on interested parties, 16
quality – value, deliver, 16
quality – value, perceived, 16
quality assurance – definition, 16
quality characteristic – definition, 16
quality control – definition, 16
quality improvement – definition, 16
quality management – definition, 16
quality management – principles – customer focus, 52
quality management – principles – engagement of people, 52
quality management – principles – evidence-based decision making, 52
quality management – principles – improvement, 52
quality management – principles – leadership, 52
quality management – principles – relationship management, 52
quality manual – definition, 52
quality manual – description of interested parties, 52
quality manual – description of processes needed for QMS, 52
quality manual – interaction of QMS processes, 52
quality manual – responsibility assignment for QMS processes, 52
quality manual – scope of QMS, 52
quality manual – sequence of QMS processes, 52
quality manual – single source of QMS documentation, 52
quality manual – definition, 16
quality objectives, 53
quality objectives – awareness, 52
quality objectives – communicated, 52
quality objectives – consistency with quality policy, 52
quality objectives – management review, 52
quality objectives – measurable, 52
quality objectives – monitored, 52
quality objectives – planning – how results evaluated, 52
quality objectives – planning – resources required, 52
quality objectives – planning – what will be done, 52
quality objectives – planning – when completed, 52
quality objectives – planning – who is responsible, 53
quality objectives – relevant to customer satisfaction, 53
quality objectives – relevant to product conformity, 53
quality objectives – take into account applicable requirements, 53
quality objectives – updated, 53
quality plan – definition, 16, 53
quality planning – definition, 17
quality policy, 53
quality policy – application of, 53
quality policy – availability, 53
quality policy – availability to interested parties, 53
quality policy – awareness., 53
quality policy – commitment to satisfy requirements, 53
quality policy – communication of, 53
quality policy – continual improvement of QMS, 53
quality policy – definition, 17
quality policy – documentation, 53
quality policy – establishment of, 53
quality policy – implementation of, 53
quality policy – maintenance of, 53
quality policy – purpose, 53
quality policy – quality objectives, 53
quality policy – strategic direction, 53
quality requirement – definition, 17
raw materials – critical item, as a, 53
reassignment – competence, 53
recall process, 53
receiver of product – subset of customer, 17
receiver of service – subset of customer, 17
record – definition, 17
recycling, 53
regional environment – context, 53
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register – delegation of verification to external providers, 53
register – delegations to external providers, 53
register – external providers, 53
register – monitoring and measuring equipment, 53
regrade – definition, 17
regulator – subset of interested party, 17
regulatory authority, 53
regulatory authority – subset of interested parties, 53
regulatory requirement – definition, 17
regulatory requirements – determination of, 53
relation, associative, 17
relation, generic, 17
relation, partitive, 17
relationship management, 53
release – definition, 17
release of products and services – documentation – conformity to acceptance criteria, 53
release of products and services – documentation – present at delivery, 53
release of products and services – documentation – traceability to person authorizing release, 53
release of products and services – planned arrangements, 53
release of products and services – planned arrangements waiver – authorization by authority, 53
release of products and services – planned arrangements waiver – authorization by customer, 53
relevant – definition, 21
reorganization, 53
repair – definition, 17
requirement – definition, 17
requirement, quality – definition, 17
requirement, regulatory – definition, 17
requirement, specified – definition, 17
requirements, 37
resource needs – management review, 53
resources, adequacy – management review, 53
responsibility – definition, 21
responsible – definition, 21
result – definition, 21
retailer – subset of customer, 17
retailer – subset of provider, 17
retain – definition, 21
review. See management review
review – definition, 17
review, design and development – definition, 53
rework – definition, 17
right of access, 53
risk. See also operational risk management
risk – definition, 17, 53
risk – effect of uncertainty, 53
risk – likelihood of occurrence, 53
risk – options – avoiding risk, 53
risk – options – changing consequence, 54
risk – options – changing likelihood, 54
risk – options – elimination of risk source, 54
risk – options – retaining risk by informed decision, 54
risk – options – sharing risk, 54
risk – options – taking risk to pursue opportunity, 54
risk – possible negative effect, 54
risk – severity of consequence, 54
risk assessment, 54
risk assessment – consequences, 54
risk assessment – likelihood, 54
risk assessment – risk acceptability, 54
risk management process, 54
risk α likelihood, 54
risk α severity, 54
risk, operational. See also operational risk
risk-based thinking, 54
risk-based thinking – determine risks as basis for planning, 54
risk-based thinking – factors causing deviation, determination of, 54
risk-based thinking – nonconformities, analyze, 54
risk-based thinking – nonconformities, eliminate, 54
risk-based thinking – preventive controls, 54
risk-based thinking – recurrence, prevent, 54
risk-based thinking – replacement of performance based requirements, 54
risk-based thinking – understand context, 54
risk-based thinking – preventive action, 54
risks – management review, 54
risks and opportunities – management review, 54
safeguard – definition, 21
safety – critical item, 54
safety critical items – critical item, 54
safety warnings – subset of preservation of outputs, 54
safety, personal, 54
safety, product, 54
scope – definition, 21
scrap – definition, 17
scrap – marked conspicuously, 54
scrap – marked permanently, 54
scrap – positively controlled, 54
scrap – product traceability, 54
scrap – rendered unusable, 54
sensitive product – special handling – subset of preservation of outputs, 54
sensitive product – special storage – subset of preservation of outputs, 54
sequence – definition, 21
serial number, false. See counterfeit part
servers – subset of infrastructure, 54
service – definition, 17
service – experienced by customer, 17
service – intangible, 17
service acceptance criteria, 54
service life – critical item, 54
service life – key characteristic, 54
service requirements. See product requirements
service traceability. See product traceability
service v product, 17
shall – definition, 21, 55
shall not – definition, 21
shelf life control – subset of preservation of outputs, 55
Shewart, Walter E., 21
should – definition, 21, 55
social environment – context, 55
society – subset of interested party, 17
software, 55
software – definition, 21
software – subset of infrastructure, 55
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sole-trader – *subset of* organization, 17
special handling. See preservation of outputs
special process, 55
special process – approval, conditions to maintain, 55
special process – definition, 17, 55
special process – documentation requirements, 55
special process – facilities and equipment, approval of, 55
special process – process implementation, specific methods for, 55
special process – process monitoring, specific methods for, 55
special process – qualification of persons, 55
special process – review and approval criteria, definition of, 55
special requirements – definition, 55
special requirements – factors – complexity, process, 55
special requirements – factors – complexity, product, 55
special requirements – factors – maturity, process, 55
special requirements – factors – maturity, products, 55
special requirements – factors – past experience, 55
special requirements – factors – requirements at limit of industry’s capability, 55
special requirements – factors – requirements at limit of process capability, 55
special requirements – factors – requirements at limit of technology, 55
special requirements – operational risk management, 55
special requirements – relation to critical items, 55
special requirements – relation to design output, 55
special requirements – relation to key characteristics, 55
specific – definition, 21
specific case – definition, 17
specification – definition, 17
specify – definition, 21
staff – *subset of* dispute resolver, 17
staff turnover – loss of knowledge, 55
stakeholder – *synonym* of interested party, 17
stamps – acceptance authority media, 55
standards – knowledge source, 55
standards, written, 55
statistical process control, 55
statutory requirements – determination of, 55
stock rotation – *subset of* preservation of outputs, 55
storage – *subset of* preservation of outputs, 55
strategic direction – context, 55
strategic direction – management review, 55
strategy – definition, 17
stress-reducing environment – working environment, 55
success – definition, 17
success, sustained – definition, 17
succession planning – *subset of* organizational knowledge, 55
suitable – definition, 21
supplier, 55, See external providers, See also external providers, See provider
supplier – *synonym to* provider, 17
supplies – *subset of* infrastructure, 55
supply – definition, 21
supply chain, 55
support – awareness, 55
support – communications, 55
support – competence, 55
support – documentation, 55
support – infrastructure, 55
support – infrastructure – buildings, 41
support – infrastructure – communication technology, 41
support – infrastructure – hardware, 41
support – infrastructure – IT, 41
support – infrastructure – software, 41
support – monitoring and measuring, 55
support – organizational knowledge, 55
support – people, 55
system – definition, 17
systematic – definition, 21
technical expert – definition, 17
technological environment – context, 56
temperature – working environment, 56
test – acceptance criteria met, 56
test – controlled, 56
test – definition, 17
test – documentation, 56
test – planned, 56
test – reviewed, 56
test hardware, 56
test plan – identification of parameters to be recorded, 56
test plan – identification of relevant acceptance criteria, 56
test plan – identification of resources being used, 56
test plan – identification of test conditions, 56
test plan – identification of test item being tested, 56
test plan – identification of test objectives, 56
test software, 56
test specification – identification of parameters to be recorded, 56
test specification – identification of relevant acceptance criteria, 56
test specification – identification of resources being used, 56
test specification – identification of test conditions, 56
test specification – identification of test objectives, 56
tooling, 56
tools, 56
tools, product specific – fixtures, 56
tools, product specific – jigs, 56
tools, product specific – molds, 56
top management – authorities assigned, 56
top management – authorities communicated, 56
top management – authorities understood, 56
top management – commitment to QMS, 56
top management – customer focus, 56
top management – customer focus, promotion of, 56
top management – definition, 17
top management – improvement opportunities, 56
top management – improvement opportunity reporting to, 56
top management – management representative appointment – oversight, 56
top management – management representative unrestricted access to top management, 56
top management – management review, 56, See also management review
top management – performance of QMS, reporting on, 56
top management – process delivers intended outputs, 56
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